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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 

[Claim l] Location detection equipment which detects a detected location on a predetermined plane 

placed into three-dimension space characterized by providing the following Two or more marks on said 

predetermined plane beforehand displayed on a position An image pick-up means to double a detected 

location on said predetermined plane with a center of an image pick-up image, and to picturize said two 

or more marks A mark extract means to extract said mark picturized by said image pick-up means A 

mark specification means to specify a mark fewer than a mark displayed out of two or more marks 

extracted from said mark extract means, and a location posture calculation means to compute a detected 

location of said predetermined plane based on a location of a mark specified by said mark specification 

means 

[Claim 2] An array of a mark of said plurality is location detection equipment according to claim 1 

characterized by being arranged in the shape of a grid. 

[Claim 3] Said two or more marks are location detection equipment according to claim 1 or 2 

characterized by using at least four kinds of colors, or geometry. 

[Claim 4] Mark specification in said mark specification means is location detection equipment according 

to claim 1 characterized by specifying an image pick-up image center as a zero. 

[Claim 5] Location detection equipment according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by distinguishing the 

direction of four directions over a predetermined plane of an image pick-up side of said image pick-up 

means by two or more marks specified by said mark specification means. 

[Claim 6] Said predetermined plane is location detection equipment according to claim 1 characterized by 

being the display means which carries out image display from an external instrument. 

[Claim 7] Said external instrument is location detection equipment according to claim 6 characterized by 

being a projector. 

[Claim 8] difference between images with which said mark extract means was picturized by time series 

target from said image pick-up means -- location detection equipment according to claim 1 or 3 

characterized by performing a mark extract based on processing. 

[Claim 9] Said plane location posture calculation means is location detection equipment according to 

claim 1 characterized by being a fluoroscopy projective-txansformation means. 

[Claim 10] Location detection equipment which detects a detected location on the display screen which 

had an image displayed characterized by providing the following A display means to display including a 



criteria image beforehand prepared on an image which detects a detected location An image pick-up 

means to picturize an image which detects said detected location including said criteria image according 

to an image pick-up image center An image-processing means to detect a detected location based on a 

criteria image picturized by said image pick-up means 

[Claim 11] Location detection equipment which detects a detected location on the display screen which 

had an image displayed characterized by providing the following A display means to display the 2nd 

screen which is a criteria image on a location corresponding to the 1st screen which is the image which 

detects a detected location, and said 1st screen An image pick up means to picturize including a criteria 

image which doubled a detected location of said 1st screen centering on the image, and was displayed on 

said 2nd screen An image-processing means to detect a detected location on the 1st screen based on a 

criteria image of the 2nd screen picturized by said image pick-up means 

[Claim 12] Said criteria image is claim 10 characterized by arranging a mark at the grid-like lattice point, 

and location detection equipment given in 11. 

[Claim 13] A mark prepared in said criteria image is location detection equipment according to claim 12 

characterized by being constituted based on the three primary colors of R, G, and B color. 

[Claim 14] Said 2nd screen is location detection equipment according to claim 11 characterized by 

displaying two kinds of screens where brightness conditions differ when picturized by said image pick up 

means. 

[Claim 15] Said 2nd screen is location detection equipment according to claim 11 characterized by 

overlapping said 1st screen. [Claim 16] Display change actuation of said 2nd screen is location detection 

equipment according to claim 11 characterized by performing with a signal sent out when a detected 

location on the 1st screen and an image pick up image center position of said image pick up means are 

suited. 

[Claim 17] A location detection method of detecting a detected location on a predetermined plane placed 

into three-dimension space characterized by providing the following A display step which displays a mark 

of plurality [ position ] beforehand on said predetermined plane An alignment step which doubles a 

detected location on said predetermined plane with a center of an image pick up image An image pick up 

step which is picturized including at least four pieces out of said two or more displayed marks and to 

picturize A specific step which specifies a mark for computing a location posture of said predetermined 

plane out of two or more marks extracted at an extract step which extracts said said picturized mark, and 

said extract step, and an operation step which calculates a detected location of said predetermined plane 

based on a mark location pinpointed at said specific step 

[Claim 18] Said predetermined plane is the location detection method according to claim 17 characterized 

by being an image display screen. 

[Claim 19] difference between two or more images by which said extract step was picturized by time 

series with said image pick up means - claim 17 characterized by performing a mark extract by 

processing, and a location detection method given in 18. 

[Translation done.] 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the location detection method 

and location detection equipment which detect a directions location based on the image which established 

the criteria information displayed especially on the display screen about the location detection equipment 

which detects the directions location of the request on the display screen. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] A direct coordinate input is carried out in the display screen of a computer, 

or projecting a computer screen by the projector at a screen top, and performing cursor actuation is 

performed frequently recently. A directions location is pinpointed for the image top projected especially on 

the big screen with a laser pointer etc., and the pointing device which can perform command execution 

actuation of the main part of a computer, edit, enlarging or contracting, etc. attracts attention. As these 

conventional examples, JP,2-306294,A, JP,3-176718,A, JP,4-305687,A, JP,6-308879,A, JP,6 332612,A, 

JP,7-121293,A, JP,7 191797,A, JP, 10-187340,A, JP, 11-143629,A, etc. are raised. 

[0003] JP,2-306294,A which is the typical conventional example consists of fixed CCD cameras for being 

turned on the laser pointer which directs the detected location on the screen projected by the projector 

and a screen, and a screen, and detecting the luminescent spot of a laser pointer. This CCD camera tends 

to detect the laser luminescent spot on a screen for every predetermined time, and it is going to detect the 

location of the luminescent spot on a screen. 

[0004] There are JP,7 121293,A and JP,8 335136,A as a conventional example of the location detection 

equipment which extracts the marker image in the display screen with a camera, and carries out location 

detection. Subtraction-image processing of the frame which put in for every frame and adjoined each 

other only in the marker image in which the marker was set to the display screen extracts JP,7* 121293, A, 

and the location detection equipment which detects the location of a directions location based on the 

marker is indicated. 

[0005] Furthermore, in JP,8-335136,A, the method of calculating the size and the location of the judgment 

of whether the close center position of an image pick-up being in the display screen with a marker image 

and the screen field in an image pick-up image is used. It is the information-display method which 

mitigates distortion which JP,7-261913,A is equipment which detects the directions location on the 

display screen with a fixed camera, photos the mark displayed on the location where a display image was 

specified beforehand with an image pick-up means, asks for two or more mark locations in a photography 



field, creates location proofreading information from two or more specified locations and the location of 

two or more mark images corresponding to this, and originates in an image pick-up location or lens 

distortion. 

[0006] 

[ProblemCs) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in conventional location detection equipment by the 

marker image, for example, JP,7-121293,A, and conventional JP,8-335136,A, it is the requisite that a 

directions person operates it to a display screen in a front location. By these methods, actuation of 

location detection equipment has a limit and actuation flexibility is bad. 

[0007] Moreover, by the introductory method of these mark images, the problem that it cannot respond to 

the display screen of a big screen arises. Moreover, JP,7-261913,A is computed by amending the image 

location of a directing point using the location proofreading information created from the mark image 

location. Thus, since the visual field screen which looks at the display screen with the camera of an 

installation mold is immobilization, such a method is possible for it, but it is impossible when it is location 

detection equipment with which the directions location and the camera were united. 

[0008] Even if the purpose of this invention is the partial image pick up range of the image currently 

displayed, location detection of the detected location on a display image is enabled, and it is that the 

flexibility of operability offers very high small and lightweight location detection equipment and its 

method. 

[0009] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve a trouble mentioned above, claim 1 of this invention It 

is location detection equipment which detects a detected location on a predetermined plane placed into 

three-dimension space. Two or more marks on said predetermined plane beforehand displayed on a 

position, An image pick-up means to double a detected location on said predetermined plane with a center 

of an image pick-up image, and to picturize said two or more marks, A mark extract means to extract said 

mark picturized by said image pick-up means, A mark specification means to specify a mark fewer than a 

mark displayed out of two or more marks extracted from said mark extract means, It is characterized by 

having a location posture calculation means to compute a detected location of said predetermined plane 

based on a location of a mark specified by said mark specification means. 

[0010] Moreover, a display means to display including a criteria image beforehand prepared on an image 

which is location detection equipment which detects a detected location on the display screen which had 

an image displayed in claim 10 of this invention, and detects a detected location, It is characterized by 

having an image pick-up means to picturize an image which detects said detected location including said 

criteria image according to an image pick-up image center, and an image-processing means to detect a 

detected location based on a criteria image picturized by said image pick-up means. 

[0011] Furthermore, it is location detection equipment which detects a detected location on the display 

screen which had an image displayed in claim 11 of this invention. A display means to display the 2nd 

screen which is a criteria image on a location corresponding to the 1st screen which is the image which 

detects a detected location, and said 1st screen, It is characterized by having doubled a detected location 

of said 1st screen centering on the image, and having an image pick-up means to picturize including a 

criteria image displayed on said 2nd screen, and an image-processing means to detect a detected location 

on the 1st screen based on a criteria image of the 2nd screen picturized by said image pick-up means. 

[0012] Moreover, a display step which is the location detection method of detecting a detected location on 



a predetermined plane placed into three-dimension space in claim 17 of this invention, and displays a 

mark of plurality [ position ] beforehand on said predetermined plane, An alignment step which doubles a 

detected location on said predetermined plane with a center of an image pick-up image, An imajge pick-up 

step which is picturized including at least four pieces out of said two or more displayed marks and to 

picturize, A specific step which specifies a mark for computing a location posture of said predetermined 

plane out of two or more marks extracted at an extract step which extracts said said picturized mark, and 

said extract step, It is characterized by including an operation step which calculates a detected location of 

said predetermined plane based on a mark location pinpointed at said specific step. 

[0013] 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is the conceptual block diagram of the location detection 

equipment concerning the gestalt of operation. Drawing 1 is a configuration conceptual diagram of the 

location detection method which an operator points to the detected location Ps of the projection image on 

the screen plane projected by the projector from the location of arbitration, and detects the detected 

location on a projection image. As for a screen and 120, the main part of location detection equipment 

which is an input means for the location detection whose 100 has an image pick-up means, and 110 are [ a 

personal computer and 130 ] projectors. Moreover, 111 is an image projected on the screen used as the 

candidate for coordinate detection. In addition, the main part 100 of location detection equipment can 

point to the detected location Ps on a projection image to the screen plane 110 in arbitrary actuation 

posture locations. A dashed line 101 is an optical axis perpendicularly prolonged to the detected location 

on a display image from the center of the image pick-up side of the image pick-up means 1 formed in the 

main part 100 of location detection equipment. 

[0014] Moreover, nine marks Ki are projected on the projection image. The mark of these plurality is a 

criteria image for detecting a detected location, and is the focus by which the rectangle configuration of 

the projection image 111 for coordinate detection is characterized. Drawing 2 , configuration block 

drawing of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of operation of this invention in 

drawing 3 , and drawing 4 are the configuration perspective diagrams of the main part 100 of location 

detection equipment. 

[0015] The main part 100 of location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation was 

considered as the configuration equipped with all the configurations of location detection equipments 

other than image-processing means 5. In configuration block drawing of drawing 2 . 1 is an image pick-up 

means and the image pick-up means consists of lens optical system and an image sensor. A video camera 

is sufficient although the digital still camera which has a CCD image sensor was used with the gestalt of 

this operation. 

[0016] Moreover, since the detected location on the plane which is a photographic subject is pinpointed for 

the image pick-up means 1, the criteria location is defined beforehand. With the gestalt of this operation, 

a criteria location is made into the center of an image pick-up side, and is made into the zero Om of image 

system of coordinates (X-Y coordinate system). 2 is an A/D-conversion means which makes the image data 

picturized by the image pick-up means digital image data. The digital image data to which A/D 

conversion of 3 was carried out is a frame memory temporarily memorizable for every address 

corresponding to each pixel of a CCD image pick-up side. 

[0017] This frame memory has the capacity which can be remembered that a continuation image pick-up 

is memorizable about dozens of MB. 4 is a control means. This control means 4 is equipped with ROM 



(un-illustrating), and the program which carries out fluoroscopy projection data processing, various 

control programs, etc. are stored. 

[0018] 5 is an image-processing means. In this example, it has considered as the configuration which 

carries out an image processing in the personal computer side of drawing 7 . The image-processing means 

5 consists of a focus extract means 51 to extract the focus by which the rectangle configuration arranged 

at either on the plane in three-dimension space is characterized, and a location operation means 52 to 

perform detected location data processing based on the coordinate location of the extracted focus, based 

on the image data picturized and incorporated. 

[0019] This focus extract means 51 is equipped with an extract decision means (un-illustrating) to judge 

whether the image data temporarily called in by the frame memory extracted the focus of a rectangle 

plane. By having this extract decision means, when the focus is not able to be extracted in an extract 

decision means, a beep sound can be emitted, and incorporation of an image can be again directed to an 

operator. 

[0020] Moreover, the location operation means 52 consists of a plane posture operation means 521 to 

calculate the posture location of the predetermined plane over the image pick-up side in three-dimension 

space (X-Y-Z coordinate system), and a coordinate data-processing means 522 to calculate the coordinate 

of the detected location on a predetermined plane. Drawing 3 is details configuration block drawing of the 

plane posture operation means 522. 

[0021] The plane posture operation means 521 consists of the vanishing point calculation means 5211, the 

disappearance straight line calculation means 5212, a disappearance focus calculation means 5213, an 

image system-of-coordinates conversion means 5214, and a fluoroscopy projective-transformation means 

5215. 6A is a light beam exposure means, and an LED light emitting device and a semiconductor laser 

generator are used. The light beam exposure means 2 is [ that what is necessary is just what emits light 

with the visibility which directs a detected location ] good with the general-purpose laser pointer which 

can pinpoint the part which an operator directs in the case of a presentation or a meeting. 

[0022] Drawing 5 is the 1st example of the optical system of the main part of location detection equipment 

using light beam exposure means 6A shown by drawing 4 . It is the example using infrared laser as a light 

beam exposure means, the laser light which became parallel from the 60 light sources with 61 collimate 

lenses when the power supply was turned on is reflected through 62 mirrors by 13 mirrors prepared on 

the medial axis of image pick up optical system -- having - a predetermined plane top - the luminescent 

spot *- **    it is led by carrying out. An image pick-up lens and 11 consist of [ image pick-up optical 

system ] CCD for 12. The optical axis of the laser for pointing by which outgoing radiation is carried out 

from the main part of location detection equipment serves as optical system which is in agreement with 

the optical axis of image pick-up optical system. A mirror 13 is a half mirror which is made to reflect 

infrared laser and penetrates the light. 

[0023] The laser for pointing is turned off at the time of an image pick-up that what is necessary is just to 

be able to check the detected location on the display screen. Therefore, a mirror 13 may be made into a 

device which carries out a mirror rise when picturizing. Light beam exposure means 6A and the image 

pick-up means 1 are established by the physical relationship decided beforehand so that the detected 

location on the predetermined plane irradiated by light beam exposure means 6A may agree with the 

criteria location on an image pick-up side. Although it is made in agreement [ the optical axis of an image 

pick-up lens and the optical axis of laser radiation optical system ] by a diagram, since laser light is only 



checked by looking, it does not necessarily need to be [ that the luminescent spot on a predetermined 

plane should just be near the detected location ] in agreement. 

[0024] 7 is a laser radiation carbon button and 8 is a shutter release (the 1st actuation means). 7 and 8 

are a two-step switch, and when the 1st step is pushed, they are turned off only by pointing to a detected 

location only by irradiating infrared laser. By pushing the 2nd more step, the shutter of an image pick-up 

means goes out, and an image can be captured now. 

[0025] 9 is the output signal processing section. Since the image-processing means 5 prepares for the 

personal computer side like this example, with this output-processing means, the picturized image data is 

sent out to external instruments, such as a personal computer, if the transmitting means which can send 

out an image data out signal as a wireless signal as an output signal processing means 9 is used ■- the 

operability of equipment - markedly - alike *■ breadth - it is effective. 

[0026] Drawing 6 is the 2nd example of the optical system of the main part of location detection 

equipment which replaced with the optical exposure beam means as a method of doubling a criteria 

location with a detected location, and was equipped with collimation means 6B. The cross line 74 is 

beforehand minced by collimation means 6B in the criteria location on an image pick-up side, and the 

location in agreement, and the detected location on a predetermined plane is detected by picturizing the 

location of this cross line according to a detected location. Thus, the image pick-up is made to be 

performed in the condition of suiting the criteria location on the image pick-up side defined beforehand, 

by using the finder, the light beam exposure means, etc. which the collimation means was established, at 

the time of an image pick-up. Therefore, since the criteria location is made into the center of the point, i.e., 

an image pick-up image, that the optical axis of an image pick-up lens cuts an image pick-up side, even if 

it does not perform actuation in which an operator doubles a criteria location with a detected location, it is 

also possible for turning an image pick-up means in the detected location direction to carry out location 

detection actuation, looking at the display screen. 

[0027] Although the configuration of the main part of location detection equipment concerning the gestalt 

of this operation uses the main part 100 of location detection equipment and the image-processing means 

5 equipped with the image pick-up means 1 as another object and equipped the internal storage and the 

external record medium of external instruments, such as a personal computer, with the image-processing 

means 5, it is good also as a main part 100 of location detection equipment which made one the image 

pick-up means and the image-processing means. 

[0028] 14 and 15 are a command execution output carbon button (the 2nd actuation means) and a pop-up 

menu button. The 2nd actuation means 14 is a carbon button which is equivalent to the double click of the 

left-click carbon button of the usual mouse cursor, doubles a cursor location with objects for actuation, 

such as an icon on a screen, drawing, and a text, and sends out a command execution signal. 

[0029] The pop up menu button 15 is equivalent to the right-click carbon button of the usual mouse cursor. 

It is the actuation which performs a pop up menu display in the location which is indicating by cursor. 

With the gestalt of this operation, drag actuation to which a cursor location is doubled with the single 

click actuation and the object object which determine the cursor location which is basic actuation of the 

usual mouse cursor, and an object is moved is performed using a shutter release (the 1st actuation means) 

8. 

[0030] Next, the block configuration of the personal computer which inputs the image pick-up image data 

outputted from the main part of location detection equipment and a command execution signal is 



explained. Drawing 7 is configuration block drawing of a personal computer. Since detailed explanation of 

the image-processing means 5 was mentioned above, it excludes here. 

[0031] 120 is connected with the main part of a personal computer (it is henceforth called a personal 

computer), and 121 is connected with the display. 130 is a projector, and it connects with the main part of 

a personal computer, and it projects a personal computer screen on a screen. A display 122 may not be 

then. 

[0032] 121 is a receiving means and receives the image pick-up image data and command execution signal 

which were outputted from the main part of location detection equipment. The detected position signal 

received from the main part of location detection equipment includes, and ******** image pick-up data is 

processed with an image-processing means, and is outputted as a detected position signal. 

[0033] 124 is a cursor control means (equivalent to a mouse driver) for controlling cursor actuation. The 

cursor control means 124 possesses the cursor location control means 125 which changes and outputs a 

detected position signal to the cursor location signal of the system of coordinates on a personal computer 

screen, and a cursor display-control means 126 to control a configuration, a color, etc. of cursor. 

[0034] moreover The cursor control means 126 is incorporable into OS (operating system) or an 

application program. Next, basic actuation of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of 

this operation is explained. Drawing 8 is a flow chart explaining basic actuation of the equipment of the 

gestalt of this operation. 

[0035] The power supply of detection equipment turns on at step S100. The criteria location defined 

beforehand in the image pick-up side of image system of coordinates is doubled with the detected location 

which it is going to detect on the display plane which contains two or more focus in three-dimension space 

in step S101. the gestalt of this operation if it is, this criteria location is made into the center of the 

point, i.e., an image pick-up image, that the optical axis of an image pick-up lens cuts an image pick-up 

side. 

[0036] At step S102, the shutter 8 of an image pick-up means is turned ON in this condition of having 

doubled, and an image is captured. Image data signal processing is carried out, the captured image is 

stored in a frame memory, the geometric focus which it is going to extract beforehand in step S103 is 

extracted, and the center-of-gravity position coordinates ql, q2, q3, and q4 of four marks by which a 

rectangle configuration is characterized in image system of coordinates are specified. At step S104, it 

judges then whether the geometric focus decided beforehand was extracted correctly. When not extracted 

correctly, a beep sound is emitted in step S105, and an operator is told that it incorporates with an image 

pick-up means again. If the geometric focus defined beforehand is extracted, it will progress to the 

following step S106. 

[0037] At step S106, data processing of the coordinate location of the posture location of the 

predetermined plane in three-dimension space or a detected location is carried out. The details of this 

step S106 are mentioned later. At step S107, the value which data-processing processing was carried out. 

and was computed is doubled with a display means (un-illustrating), an external instrument, etc., signal 

processing is carried out, and it is outputted. 

[0038] Next, each configuration and actuation of the image-processing means 5 are explained to details, 

(a) Explain the detailed configuration and basic actuation of the focus extract means 51 to the focus 

extract **** beginning. Here, two or more marks by which a rectangle configuration is characterized are 

equivalent to the focus. 



[0039] it is shown in drawing 2 - as - the focus extract means 51 - difference - it consists of the 

processing means 511, the binarization processing means 512, a focus coordinate specification means 513, 

a mark distinction means 514, and a mark specification means 515 for location detection, difference - two 

kinds of images with which the conditions of brightness or a shade differ with the processing means 511 - 

picturizing - these two images - difference - it processes, the binarization processing means 512 - 

difference - binarization processing of the processed image is carried out with a rear spring supporter 

and the threshold decided beforehand the whole pixel at all pixels, and a mark is extracted. 

[0040] With the focus coordinate specification means 513, the area of each mark and a center of gravity 

are computed, and labeling processing which specifies a mark position coordinate is performed. 

Furthermore, with the mark distinction means 514, it distinguishes whether as compared with other 

mark area, it chooses as a mark firom all the computed marks on the basis of the area of the mark nearest 

to the center position, i.e., the detected location, of an image pick-up image. 

[0041] With the mark specification means 515 for location detection, four marks by which the rectangle 

configuration for the operation performed with a fluoroscopy projectivetrknsformation means out of two 

or more marks distinguished by the mark distinction means is characterized are specified. Next, the 

array and color distinction of a mark subject-copy image which are used as a criteria image and from 

which concentration (or brightness) differs are explained to details. 

[0042] (al) In case the gestalt of a criteria image and its method-of-presentation book operation picturizes 

some display screens for location detection where two or more focus (mark) has been arranged beforehand, 

it tends to be picturized so that at least four marks may be included, and tends to carry out location 

detection by detecting the coordinate of these four marks. 

[0043] The method of presentation of the criteria image which prepared first the mark array and mark 

which have been arranged beforehand at the position is explained. Drawing 9 (a) and (b) are the criteria 

images for location detection of two sheets which prepared two or more marks. Drawing 9 (a) is 1st 

criteria image for location detection (the 1st frame criteria image) which enables it to have picturized at 

least four marks by which arrange the mark K of the shape of nine quadrangle (i=l-9) in the shape of 3x3 

grid on the whole screen, and a rectangle configuration is characterized out of the mark of these plurality. 

These [ in this example ] nine mark arrays have arranged MAZENDA (E) to center position K5 in the 

locations Kl, K3, K7, and K9 of R (red) color mark and four corners at B (blue) color mark and the main 

line right-and-left locations K4 and K6 in an one piece G (green) color mark and the central-series vertical 

locations K2 and K8. All over drawing, taul, tau2, tau3, and tau4 were given to each of four display 

screen fields. Moreover, drawing 9 (b) is 2nd criteria image for location detection which has arranged BL 

(black) mark altogether in nine locations corresponding to each mark of the 1st criteria image for location 

detection. 

[0044] the main part 100 of location detection equipment which carried out image display of the image 

containing criteria ****** of these two sheets serially, and established the image pick-up means - 

picturizing - the difference of the image pick-up image of these two sheets - it is going to detect only two 

or more marks by processing. In addition, in case a mark is prepared in a criteria image, the configuration, 

the color, the number, and the array of a mark are suitably chosen according to the magnitude of the 

image for location detection, a camera property, image pick-up conditions, etc. 

[0045] Thus, by arranging two or more marks to the position of two criteria images, if the physical 

relationship of the display screen and a mark can picturize beforehand a part including four marks which 



are known even if it does not picturize the whole display screen, the detected position coordinate on [ all ] 

the display screen can be specified. Moreover, it can specify in what kind of condition the image pick-up 

side of location detection equipment was picturized by coincidence to the display screen which is going to 

carry out location detection. 

[0046] According to such a method, the image pick-up lens used for an image pick-up means can perform 

low cost-ization, without using a super-wide angle lens. Furthermore, by devising the number of a mark, 

and the array method, it does not remain in this example but is usable in a large field. The method of 

presentation of the criteria image of this example is the display screen in the condition that the criteria 

image with which two or more markers have been stationed was displayed on the screen for location 

detection. 

[0047] As shown in drawing 1 , the criteria image K makes the method of presentation of the criteria 

screen of this example superimpose on the object image 111 to which the window display screen of a 

personal computer tends to carry out location detection on a screen by the projector, and it has indicated 

by projection. In addition, even if it makes it superimpose and does not make it display, the screen for 

location detection is synchronized with the 1st window screen, a criteria image is synchronized with 

image pick-up actuation timing as 2nd window screen, and you may make it change a window screen. 

[0048] (a2) Actuation of a focus extract means to detect at least four marks as a mark for location 

detection is explained out of a mark extract and color distinction, next the mark of these plurality. 

Drawing 10 is the processing flow chart of a focus extract means until it picturizes four marks and 

specifies color distinction and the coordinate value of each mark of operation. 

[0049] Steps S302 and S303 are actuation which incorporates the mark which is the criteria image 

projected on the screen as an image pick-up image. Since this example uses the subtraction-image art, it 

is to extract only the mark for location detection by which image pick-up incorporation and a rectangle 

configuration are serially characterized for two frame images including the mark from which a color or 

brightness differs. 

[0050] Image pick up taking in of the 1st image which includes the mark of the 1st sheet at step S301 is 

performed, and image pick-up taking in of the 2nd image is performed in the mark of the 2nd sheet at 

step S302. the image pick-up image of two sheets captured at step S303 difference - it processes, and at 

step S304, it processes binary-ization with the threshold beforehand decided for RGB each color of every, 

and extracts. After being binary-ization-processed, the color of each mark and a configuration are 

distinguished at step S305, and the area for asking for the center-of-gravity location of each mark at step 

S306 is calculated. 

[0051] Step S307 performs mark distinction processing of whether the extracted mark can use as a mark 

for location detection, after the area of each mark is computed at step S306. In case two or more marks 

are picturized, that a part of mark is picturized often arises. Moreover, as for the image pick-up side of 

this example, the mark configuration operated and detected to the screen screen in arbitrary locations 

will also be influenced of the fluoroscopy effect, consequently the area of a mark will take various values 

according to an image pick-up location. In order to cope with these problems, in the distinction art in this 

example, the method of determining beforehand the ratio C to two or more mark area (SKi) of each, and 

distinguishing it, respectively was used on the basis of the mark area OSG) which adjoined the image 

pick-up image center position most. For example, when Ci (=SKi/SG) is 50% or less, it is made not to 

regard it as the mark which should be extracted. According to such a method, distinction becomes 



possible, without being influenced by the fluoroscopy effect accompanying an actuated valve position. 

[0052] At step S308, it is distinguished whether four or more marks for carrying out location detection 

were extracted. At the following step S309, distinction of the barycentric-coordinates location of each 

mark and a color and mark location specification are performed. About mark location specification 

processing, it mentions later. When an image pick-up means to an output signal is a video signal, the 

image pick-up image data which carries out mark extract processing carries out two-frame (l frame 

l/30sec) continuation of the 1st and 2nd images with which mark brightness conditions differ, and is the 

image pick-up image of two sheets serially. 

[0053] with the gestalt of this operation, the 1st frame image including each color mark of R (red), G 

(green), B (blue), and E (MAZENDA) and the 2nd frame image including BL (black) color mark picturize 

-- having - difference processing is performed. Color extract processing is performed after that. A video 

outlet signal is a composite video signal of a video signal and a synchronizing signal, and is changed into a 

digital signal by the A/D-conversion means. The changed output signal is divided into a RGB output 

signal, or a luminance signal/color-difference signal by the matrix circuit (un-illustrating). Color 

distinction processing is performed using these output signals, this example - a RGB output signal - a 

luminance signal/color-difference signal   which output signal may be used. 

[0054] Next, it binary--ization-processes with the maximum and the minimum thresholds Thu and Thb 

which set up each ************ subtraction image beforehand, and a mark is detected according to each 

color. In addition, since the color extract method used with the gestalt of this operation is a method by the 

conventional technology, detailed explanation is omitted. 

[0055] No matter it may be what color extract method, when picturizing the mark currently projected or 

displayed, it arises plentifully that the picturized color and a predetermined color change with various 

problems, such as shading produced by the devices which indicate by projection, the operating 

environments at the time of an image pick-up, etc., such as a projector, a white balance, and color gap. 

Since such a problem is coped with, I hope that it can be made to perform setting adjustment of a 

maximum and a minimum threshold according to an operating environment at the time of initialization 

of location detection actuation. 

[0056] In addition, although location distinction is performed using four kinds of color marks in this 

example, if location distinction is possible, it is not necessary to be two or more colors. 

(a3) Mark location specification processing, next the processing which specifies the coordinate value of 

four marks for location detection out of two or more detected marks are explained. 

[0057] Two or more marks beforehand prepared in the criteria image are greatly influenced according to 

the actuated valve position and lens engine performance to the display screen which carry out location 

detection, a photography condition, etc., and the configuration of the mark detected, area, the number, 

and a location change. Drawing 11 and drawing 12 are the examples of the typical image pick up image 

when picturizing some display screens including two or more marks from a certain actuated valve 

position. 

[0058] Drawing 11 has the location of the detected location Om in the viewing area tau 2 of the display 

screen, and although an image pick up image has the whole display screen in image pick-up within the 

limits mostly, six marks [ two ] as the focus are not detected at all, although detected. Although the one 

remaining pieces are detected, they are an example which a part of mark lacks. Furthermore, the 

detected location Om is within the limits of four marks by which a rectangle configuration is 



characterized. The straight lines gu, gb, hr, and hi which connect between the mark barycentric 

coordinates specified as a boundary line of the viewing area of the display screen and a non-display field 

all over drawing are shown. 

[0059] Moreover, drawing 12 is an example of four marks as which a rectangle configuration is 

characterized by the detected location Om and which exists out of range. In this example, in order to 

detect the detected location on a 100 inch big screen, the mark image of four colors [ nine ] of one G color 

mark defined beforehand, two R marks, two B marks, and four E marks is displayed. Even if the image 

pick-up range picturized picturizes a part of big screen, it enables it to detect four pieces certainly, and 

based on the number of the marks which had it detected whether it was what picturized which screen 

area of the whole display screen, a location, and a color, distinction processing of with what kind of 

posture the main part of location detection equipment was picturized to the display screen must be 

carried out exactly. 

[0060] Drawing 13 is a flow chart which performs fundamental processing of the mark specification 

means used for a location operation for four marks to carry out location specification processing. In this 

processing, when two or more same color marks are detected among the marks detected by mark 

detection processing of drawing 10 , it specifies of which location a mark is a mark on the display screen. 

Four or more detection marks must be detected in detection processing of drawing 10 , and, moreover, one 

piece from which the color of these four pieces differs must be detected at least. 

[0061] Since G color mark arranges only one piece at the center of a criteria image beforehand, it is 

detected in drawing 28 and coordinate specification is carried out. However, since two or more the R 

marks, B marks, and E marks which were detected are arranged beforehand at the criteria image, they 

must specify of which location on the display screen it is a mark. 

[0062] Step S3100 is processing as which detected R color mark specifies of which location on the display 

screen it is a mark. The following step S3200 is processing which specifies B color mark like step S3100. 

Step S3300 is processing which specifies detected E color mark. About specific processing of these [ R and 

B ] and E color mark, it mentions later. 

[0063] The following step S3400 is processing which specifies to which field on the display screen the 

center of an image pick-up image belongs as a detected location. All over drawing, four fields taul-tau4 to 

which the screen where nine marks were displayed is specified by four marks were shown. Step S3500 is 

processing which specifies which four pieces are used among the detected marks for a detected location 

operation. 

[0064] Drawing 14 and drawing 15 are the flow charts of specific processing of detected R color and B 

color mark. R color mark as which drawing 14 was displayed on the criteria screen is two pieces, among 

those has at least one piece detected. The R color mark is the flow chart which carries out specific 

processing of of which location on the display screen it is R color mark. 

[0065] The processing which pinpoints the location on the display screen of at least one detected R color 

mark is explained. It supposes that two R color marks were detected now, and is referred to as (Xri, Yri) 

on the image coordinate of each mark, this time i= - it is 1 and 2. Two R color marks are arranged on the 

straight line which passes along a display screen center position in parallel with the X-axis of a screen 

coordinate system. Therefore, at step S323, the marker or left-hand side which has a R mark in a 

right-hand side location on the basis of Xg coordinate of the image coordinate (Xg, Yg) of G color marker 

in the center position on the display screen is distinguished. 



[0066] If it is Xg<Xri in steps S314 and S315, it is R color mark in which K6 is located, and if it is Xg>Xri, 

it is specified that it is R color mark located in K4 of the display screen. Drawing 15 is a flow chart for the 

location specification processing on the display screen of B color mark. Two B color marks are arranged on 

the straight line which passes along a display screen center position in parallel with the Y-axis of a screen 

coordinate system. Therefore, distinction of step S323 is performed on the basis of Yg coordinate of G color 

marker's image coordinate (Xg, Yg). Since it is the same as that of the R mark of drawing 32, other 

processings are omitted. 

[0067] It is the flow chart which carries out specific processing of of which location drawing 16 is E color 

mark among the marks of E color beforehand prepared in the criteria screen so that it might be located in 

four corners of the display screen. The coordinate data of E color mark obtained on the image pick up 

image is set to (Xei, Yei). i is the number of detected E color mark. 

[0068] Step S331 is a step which computes the straight line type for location distinction. A straight line 

type is the straight line gc parallel to the X-axis of the screen coordinate system which connects R color 

mark coordinate and G color mark coordinate. Location distinction of E color mark is performed based on 

two formulas with the straight line he parallel to the Y-axis of the screen coordinate system which 

connects B color mark coordinate and G color mark coordinate. 

[0069] At step S334, it distinguishes whether the display screen gc, i.e., straight line, bottom has detected 

E mark by the distinction straight line gc. That is, the coordinate value of E color mark is substituted for 

a discriminant, if it is judged that the display screen bottom has E color mark if it is Yei>acXei+bc, it will 

progress to step S336, and it distinguishes whether it is in display screen right-hand side by the straight 

line he. That is, at the time of Yei<dcXei+ec (it is dc>0 here), the E color mark is specified as it is Ebl 

located in K7 of the viewing area tau 2 of the right-hand side of the display screen bottom, i.e., a criteria 

screen. Moreover, it is Yei<acXei+bc at step S334. That is, when distinguished from the display screen 

bottom, it progresses to step S335, and left-hand side or right-hand side is distinguished by the straight 

line type he. If distinguished from Yei<dcXei+ec, i.e., display screen top left-hand side, the E color mark 

will be distinguished from the Eul mark located in the criteria screen Kl. Moreover, when distinguished 

from Yei>dcXei+ec, it is distinguished from display screen top right-hand side, and E color mark is 

specified with the Eur mark located in the criteria screen K3. 

[0070] Sequential-processing specification of R color, B color, and E color mark which were detected is 

carried out by the above processing. Next, the processing which decides in which field on the display 

screen of the detected location of step S3400 of drawing 13 it is located is explained. 

[0071] With the gestalt of this operation, the detected location on the display screen which should be 

detected is detected as an image pick-up image center, and it is carried out to calculation of a detected 

location using the image system of coordinates which make the image pick up center Zero Om (0 0). 

Therefore, processing of to which field on the display screen this zero is located can use the same flow 

chart as specific processing of the location on the display screen of E color mark in drawing 16 . Location 

distinction is performed with the value which substituted the zero (0 0) for (X, Y) of a step S331 

straight-line type. For example, a step until Ebl (K7) of step S337 is specified is specified when a detected 

location is in the display screen field tau 3 located in K7. Thus, it is specified which location the image 

pick-up center as a detected location is on the display screen. 

[0072] Next, the processing which specifies four marks for location detection which use the detected 

location on the display screen for an operation is explained. In this example, if it can specify the mark of 



four individuals each one color mark at a time which is G color, R color, B color, and E color, the posture of 

the display screen over an image pick-up side can be detected, and a detected location is pinpointed. That 

is, either of the display screen fields taul, tau2, tau3, and tau4 specified by four pieces, G color, R color, B 

color, and E color, should just be chosen. As shown in drawing 11 , even if four marks which a detected 

location is in the display screen field tau 3, and specify tau 3 are not detected, if four marks which specify 

the display screen field tau 2 are detected, the operation of a detected location is possible. 

[0073] Next, the image center which is a detected location explains the processing which judges ****** 

display screen outside based on drawing 17 . parallel to the straight line types gb and gu and Y-axis of the 

display screen in which the boundary line of display screen scope inside and outside is shown based on 

the coordinate of two or more marks specified at step S351 parallel to the screen coordinate system X-axis 

-- it reaches and hr and hi are computed. Based on these four formulas, it is performed for a detected 

location whether it is the inside of the display screen. 

[0074] Since the display screen field of a detected location is already pinpointed in drawing 16 , 

distinction of being the inside of the display screen in the field is performed by two straight line formulas 

here. At step S352, if a detected location is located to the display screen field tau 2, and it is discriminant 

bb<=0 and er<=0, it will be judged that it is in [ tau 2 ] the display screen, and it will be judged as the 

outside of the display screen. It is warned by an error message and the beep sound in step S360, and 

progresses to the processing which performs image pick-up incorporation actuation again. 

[0075] When a detected location is located to the display screen fields taul, tau3, and tau4, based on the 

distinction straight line types gu and hr of step S354, the distinction straight line types gb and hi of step 

S356, and the distinction straight line types gu and hi of step S358, ****** display screen outside is 

judged, respectively^ 

[0076] Thus, by arranging a mark on the display screen at the grid-like lattice point, even if it does not 

picturize the whole screen displayed, some image pick-up images can also specify the coordinate of a 

detected location, moreover, while being able to perform the vertical direction decision of the image 

pick-up image which the main part of location detection equipment captures by devising the array of the 

color of these marks, a configuration, etc., the operating range of the main part of location detection 

equipment is markedly alike, and spreads. Furthermore, the engine-performance load of an image 

pick-up lens can be mitigated, and there is an advantage whose low cost-ization is attained, 

(b) Since four marks for location detection by which the shape of a location data-processing rectangle is 

characterized were specified, based on the result considered as coordinate pinpointing on an image 

pick-up side based on the coordinate value of this four mark, the location operation of the detected 

location Ps on the display image projected on the predetermined plane can be performed. 

[0077] Coordinate data processing of the detected location Ps to these four marks is explained concretely. 

Drawing 18 is the flow chart which showed the concrete procedure which carries out data processing of 

the detected location on the predetermined plane placed into three-dimension space. They are the details 

of actuation of step S106 of the basic operation flow chart of drawing 8 . 

[0078] The posture physical relationship of the image system of coordinates in the three-dimension space 

which has the X-Y-Z coordinate system which drawing 19 makes the image pick up side of the main part 

100 of location detection equipment X-Y coordinate system (it is called image system of coordinates), and 

sets the Z-axis as the shaft perpendicularly prolonged from the center of image system of coordinates, and 

the X*-V system of coordinates on a predetermined plane (it is called a plane-coordinates system) is 



shown. View 0 is the location of the zero Om of image system of coordinates to the focal distance f. It 

considers as the angle psi of the circumference of the X-axis of an X-Y-Z coordinate system, the angle 

gamma of the circumference of a Y-axis, and the angles alpha or beta of the circumference of the Z-axis. 

The circumference of these angles all makes the clockwise rotation positive. 

[0079] The operator showed the image pick-up image q which picturized the image pick-up direction of 

the image pick-up means 100 formed in the main part of location detection equipment towards the 

predetermined plane which is a rectangle configuration from the location of arbitration to drawing 20 and 

drawing 21 . The image picturized by drawing makes the detected location Ps which is a coordinate 

location on a plane have agreed in the criteria location (zero Om of an image pick-up side) set as the 

image pick up side. These four focus ql, q2, q3, and q4 corresponds to Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 in the 

plane-coordinates system X*-Y* system of coordinates of drawing 1 . 

[0080] the configuration (rectangle configuration) in which the focus whose criteria location which shows 

a detected location is four pieces is formed - being out of range . Drawing 21 is an example which is not 

included in rectangle configuration within the limits formed by the four focus which has the image 

pick-up image center made into the detected location on a predetermined plane. 

(bl) Posture calculation processing of the plane which is the 1st step for calculating the plane location 

detected [ posture data-processing ] is explained, referring to the flow chart of drawing 18 and 

configuration block drawing of drawing 3 , drawing 19 - drawing 26 . 

[0081] First, at step Sill, straight line type 11.12 which pass along the focus which the image pick-up 

image q adjoins, and 13 and 14 are computed based on the coordinate location of ql, q2, q3, and q4 which 

were already specified in the focus specification means of a focus extract means. Next, at step S112, the 

vanishing points TO and SO of image pick-up image data are computed using these straight line type. 

(Steps Sill and S112 are equivalent to processing of the vanishing point calculation means 5211 of 

configuration block drawing of drawing 3 ) 

If the plane which has a rectangle configuration is picturized, a vanishing point surely exists in an image 

pick-up image. A vanishing point is a point which an parallel group converges. For example, straight line 

on the image pick-up side corresponding to straight line QlQ2 qlq2 Straight line q3q4 corresponding to 

straight line Q3Q4, qlq4, and right-hand-side QlQ4 If q2q3 are completely parallel, a vanishing point 

will exist in infinite distance. When it exists in infinite distance, even if fluoroscopy projection is carried 

out in the direction, the fluoroscopy effect does not show up. 

[0082] The shape of a plan type placed into three-dimension space with the gestalt of this operation is a 

rectangle configuration. Therefore, in object frame, it has 2 sets of parallel, and one vanishing point will 

exist in each by the side of the X-axis and a Y-axis on the image pick-up image of image system of 

coordinates. The location of a vanishing point is shown in drawing 20 on the image pick-up data when 

picturizing in the location of arbitration. The vanishing point which produces the vanishing point 

produced in an X-axis side in an SO and Y-axis side is set to TO. qlq2 The intersection of. the extended 

straight line of q3q4 is the location of a vanishing point. 

[0083] At step S113, after asking for vanishing points SO and TO, the straight lines OmSO and OmTO 

which connected these vanishing points and the center Om of an image pick-up image are computed, and 

processing which asks for the focus qsl, qs2, qtl, and qt2 characterized by these straight lines is 

performed. (Step S113 is processing performed with the disappearance straight line calculation means 

5112 of drawing 3) 



each disappearance shaft S which connected vanishing points SO and TO and the image pick-up data 

center Om - 0 Om TOOm computes the intersections qtl (Xtl, Ytl), qt2 (Xt2, Xt2), qsl (Xsl, Ysl), and qs2 

(Xs2, Ys2) at which straight line qlq2 which pass along the two focus which adjoins each other, q3q4 and 

q2q3, and qlq4 are crossed, the explanation after qtl, qt2, qsl, and qs2 were computed - setting - SOOm, 

TOOm, qtlqt2, and qslqs2 ■■ all will be called a disappearance straight line. 

[0084] Disappearance straight line qtlqt2 and qslqs2 correspond to the straight line on the basis of the 

detected location Ps which intersected perpendicularly mutually respectively on a plane, and serve as a 

criteria straight line for computing a detected location. That is, each focus qtl, qt2, qsl, and qs2 of image 

system of coordinates (X-Y coordinate system) corresponds to the focus Tl, T2, Si, and S2 of the 

predetermined plane in the plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of coordinates) of drawing 1. 

[0085] In vanishing point calculation processing of step S112, when it is judged that a vanishing point 

exists in X shaft orientations of X-Y image system of coordinates (X-Y coordinate system) at infinite 

distance, a disappearance straight line turns into a straight line parallel to the X-axis. Next, it progresses 

to step S114. At step S114, it is made to rotate whenever [ angle beta ] focusing on Om so that the X-axis 

of image system of coordinates (X-Y coordinate system) may be in agreement with the disappearance 

straight line OmSO by the side of the X-axis, and coordinate transformation processing made into X'-Y' 

system of coordinates is performed. The coordinate transformation processing which is made to rotate 

whenever [ angle alpha ] focusing on Qm at this time so that the Y-axis of image system of coordinates 

may be in agreement with the disappearance straight line OmTO by the side of a Y-axis, and is made into 

an X"-Y" seat system is sufficient. Either is enough as the processing used with the gestalt of this 

operation. (Step S114 is processing performed with the image system-of-coordinates conversion means 

5214 of drawing 3 ) 

Drawing 22 is drawing which is made to rotate image system of coordinates (X_Y coordinate system) 

whenever [ beta ] by making a clockwise rotation positive, and explains image coordinate transformation 

processing to X'-Ysystemof-coordinates and X' f-Y" system of coordinates, respectively. 

[0086] These image system-of-coordinates rotation actuation is actuation of deciding one of the 

parameters showing the posture location of the predetermined plane which was equivalent to rotation of 

the circumference of the Z-axis in three-dimension space (X-Y-Z coordinate system), and was set in 

three-dimension space. Thus, straight line Q1Q2 on the predetermined plane placed into three-dimension 

space and Q3Q4 become physical relationship parallel to the X-axis by making disappearance straight 

line qslqs2 (or OmSO) in agreement on the X-axis. 

[0087] In the following step S115, based on the position coordinate in X'-Y1 system of coordinates after X-Y 

coordinate conversion on the obtained image pick-up image The focus Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 on the 

predetermined plane which has a plane-coordinates system to the focus ql, q2, q3, and q4 of image 

system-of-coordinates X'-Y system and the coordinate location of qtl, qt2, qsl, and qs2, and each 

coordinate location of Tl, T2, Si, and S2 are matched. These matching is made by performing fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing in which the geometric technique was used. This fluoroscopy 

projection processing turns into processing which computes the angle psi of the circumference of the 

Y axis which are two parameters which become the processing which computes the'posture of a 

predetermined plane over the image pick-up side in the three-dimension space (X-Y-Z coordinate system) 

on the basis of an image pick-up side, namely, determine a plane posture, and the angle gamma of the 

circumference of the X-axis. In addition, the details of fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing 



are later mentioned by the term (b2). (Step S115 is processing performed in the fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation means 5123 of drawing 3 ) 

The following step S116 computes the coordinate location of the detected location Ps on a 

plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of coordinates) based on the posture parameter of the 

predetermined plane computed at step S115. The details of calculation of a detected position coordinate 

are later mentioned by (b3) and the term (b4). 

[0088] (b2) fluoroscopy projective transformation processing - here, the fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing for computing the posture parameter Gnclination psi, the elevation 

angle gamma) of the predetermined plane over the image pick-up side placed into three-dimension space 

based on the result as which the coordinate of the four focus by which a rectangle configuration is 

characterized in the image system of coordinates (X-Y coordinate system) of an image pick-up side was 

specified is explained. 

[0089] First, based on drawing 23 , two-dimensional fluoroscopy projective transformation is explained 

briefly. In drawing 23 , the Z axis is set as a horizontal axis and the Y-axis is set as the axis of ordinate. 

The image pick-up side which is a zero at the time of carrying out fluoroscopy projective transformation of 

the O (it is hereafter called a seeing through point) and where 1 has X Y coordinate system, and 2 are 

two-dimensional planes. The seeing through point O is made into a zero by a diagram, and the Z-axis and 

an axis of ordinate are made in agreement with the Y-axis of an image pick-up side X-Y coordinate system 

on the horizontal axis. In other words, the X-axis of an image pick-up side is in space perpendicularly, and 

makes the center of an image pick-up side in agreement with the Z-axis. The focal distance of the lens 

optical system with which this image pick-up means is equipped is set tot. The image pick-up side 1 will 

be established in the location of a focal distance f perpendicularly on the Z-axis from the seeing through 

point O. Lens optical system is put on the front location of an image pick-up side in fact, and although the 

inverted image of a two-dimensional plane has composition which carries out image formation in the 

image pick up side, in order to make it easy to explain here, it has considered as the configuration 

arranged in the location of the back focus of a CCD image pick-up side for convenience. 

[0090] Moreover, the predetermined plane 2 which has an X*-Y* plane-coordinates system presupposed 

that it is in the posture leaned the degree of angle gamma to the Y-axis. Fluoroscopy projective 

transformation of each focus qi (l i= 2) of each of the image system of coordinates which have X-Y 

coordinate system is carried out to the focus Qi (l i= 2) to which it corresponds on the predetermined 

plane which has X* Y* system of coordinates by geometric matching. The transformation is expressed 

with several 1. 

[0091] 

[Equation l] 



Y-f 

f - Y-tany 

z* = 

f2 

f - Y-tany 

[0092] Therefore, the coordinate location of Focus Qi (Y*i, Z*i) (1 i= 2) is expressed with the following 

several 2, respectively. 

[0093] 

[Equation 2] 

Yyf 12 

f - Y-i -lany ' f - V^tay 

Y2-f 

f - Y2'teny 1 f- Y2-tany 

[0094] Next, the fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing which computes the location posture of 

a predetermined plane over the image pick-up side placed into three dimension space is explained 

concretely. Drawing 24 is a perspective diagram explaining the location posture of the predetermined 

plane placed into three-dimension space (XYZ coordinate system). 1/4 rectangle of a predetermined 

plane is shown hy a diagram, and the focus coordinate points ql (XI, Yl) and q2 (X2, Y2) corresponding to 

the position coordinates Ql (X*l, Y*l) and Q2 (X*2, Y*2) of the focus on the predetermined plane on an 

image pick-up side are shown. 

[0095] drawing - **** -- plane coordinates - a system (X* Y* system of coordinates) - it can set - -ed - 

detection - a location - Ps a passage each -- a shaft - being parallel - a straight line - adjoining - 

two - a ** -- the focus - passing - a straight line - an intersection - it is - T - one - T - two - the 

position coordinate of three points of S2 is shown in it. Si which is not illustrated [ the focus Tl, T2, and 

S2 currently these illustrated besides ] corresponds to the focus qtl, qt2, qs2, and qsl characterized by 

the disappearance straight line on an image pick-up image coordinate. 

[0096] It has omitted about the coordinate points q3 (X3, Y3) and q4 (X4, Y4) corresponding to Q3 (X*3, 

Y*3) and Q4 (X*4, Y*4). With the gestalt of this operation, the zero Om (0 00 of the image system of 

coordinates in drawing is made into the center position of an image pick up image, and this center 

position i6 made into the detected location on the predetermined plane which it is going to picturize. The 

zero O of a three-dimension space XY-Z coordinate system (0, 0, 0) is made into the seeing through point 

at the time of carrying out fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing, f is a focal distance. 



[0097] The physical relationship over the image pick up side of a predetermined plane is angle +gamma 

in the circumference of angle +psi and a Y-axis centering on the zero Om of an image pick up side about 

the circumference of the X-axis at the circumference of the X-axis. Any [ these ] angle has made the 

clockwise rotation positive. This drawing has shown the result the circumference of the Z-axis carried out 

[ the result] rotation actuation (X Ycoordinate system is rotated whenever [ +beta ]). 

[0098] With the gestalt of this operation, the coordinate location of the focus Ql, Tl, and S2 on the 

predetermined plane (X*-Y* system of coordinates) corresponding to these focus was computed by 

fluoroscopy projective transformation based on the coordinate data of the focus ql, qtl, and qs2 on an 

image pick up image (X Y coordinate system). Drawing 25 is drawing which carried out the orthographic 

projection of the predetermined plane placed into the three-dimension space shown in drawing 24 (XYZ 

coordinate system) on X'-Z' coordinate projection plane (Y-0). X'Y'Z' system of coordinates carry out 

rotational-coordinates conversion of the X Y Z coordinate system. Only straight line S1S2 exist on X'Z1 

coordinate projection plane (Y-0) (a thick wire illustrates). The distance of the zero Om of X'-Z1 system of 

coordinates and the seeing through point O is the location of the focal distance f of an image pick-up lens. 

The result of having expressed the coordinate location of each focus in a plane-coordinates system which 

matched by the position coordinate in X'-Y system of coordinates by fluoroscopy projective transformation 

about each focus is expressed with several 3 and several 4. 

[0099] 

[Equation 3] 

fVt1 

f - Y\ytmy 

f2 
P2 (Vc, 2*12) = 

f - Y^-tany 

f,Y'82,tany £-tany 

[0100] 

[Equation 4] 



f& Han*-X«      f HanJ-X« 

0(X\ZM= 
X, Manf-X* „   f ,  _—^ f 

Xi Man Ml, X- Manf-X, 

[0101] Moreover, drawing 26 is drawing which carried out the orthographic projection of the 

predetermined plane illustrated to drawing 24 on Y'Z' coordinate projection plane (X'=0). Only straight 

line T1T2 exist on Y'-Z1 coordinate projection plane (X'=0). All over drawing, only the focus qtl and ql on 

the image pick-up image corresponding to the focus Tl and Ql on a predetermined plane is illustrated, 

and the focus on the image pick-up image corresponding to Q2, Q3, and Q4 is omitted. The fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing on Y'-Z1 coordinate projection plane performs processing on X'-Z* 

coordinate projection plane performed previously, and same processing, and computes the coordinate 

location of the focus Tl and Ql on the plane corresponding to qtl and ql. 

[0102] The coordinate location of Tl and Ql was shown in several 5. 

[0103] 

[Equation 5] 

17 (Y\,, zy 
f-Y-H f 

f-Y'„tan7 ' f-YV1Hj J 

Qi or,, ZM = ft, 

f 

If-YNtany 'f-Y,tan> 

f 

l(f - VitanyVMn* * 1)' (f- YNteny XJM»t+ 1)J 

[0104] Its attention is paid to coordinate calculation processing of the focus Tl and Ql of drawing 25 and 

the   plane-coordinates   system   of  drawing   26   .   As   a   result   of  carrying   out fluoroscopy 



projective-transformation processing to two coordinate planes, X'Z' coordinate projection plane and Y'-Z' 

coordinate projection plane, the coordinate value of the focus Tl and Ql on the plane coordinates 

corresponding to the focus qtl and ql is obtained. 

[0105] From drawing 25 , Tl (Y*tl, Z*tl I y) and Ql (Y*l, Z*l | y) are obtained from Tl (X*tl, Z*t 11 x), Ql 

(X*l, Z*l |x), and drawing 26 , respectively. In the X'Z1 projection plane ( drawing 25 ) which carried out 

the orthographic projection of the predetermined plane placed into three dimension space (X'-Y'-Z* system 

of coordinates), and a Y'Zf projection plane ( drawing 26 ), by each projection plane coordinates, the 

coordinate value about Z* shaft takes the same value, and has the following relation. 

[0106] The following two relational expression [ six ] and several 7 can be obtained from the conditional 

expression of the Z*l I x=Z*l | yZ*tl I x=Z*tl I y above. 

[0107] 

[Equation 6] 

XtiXViYN 1 
tan0 = 

X'tiY'i+XVtY'tt-X'iYti f 

[0108] 

[Equation 7] 

1 Xn 
r  =    ten^" YVT 

[0109] It turned out that the posture parameter of the predetermined plane placed into the 

above-mentioned result and three-dimension space is expressed by the coordinates qi, qti, or qsi of the 

focus of image system of coordinates, and the focal distance of an image pick-up lens with easy relational 

expression. The relational expression showing a plane location posture may be replaced with several 6 

and several 7, and may be the following eight relational expression and several 9. 

[0110] The hand of cut of the angle psi of the circumference of several 8 and the Y-axis shown number 9 is 

contrary to several 6 and several 7. 

[0111] 

[Equation 8] 
Yi - Y« 

tan {b = —— —— • f 
■ XtiYi  - YtiX-1 

[0112] 

[Equation 9] 
1 X-n 

tanr  ' ~ W 

[0113] one point and these [ 4 ] of the focus qi (i=l-4) from which the focus qi used for such relational 

expression was obtained by the image pick-up image - it is expressed using the focus qti or qsi 

determined using the vanishing point computed from this focus. The procedure of the gestalt of this 

operation explained the case where rotated X-Y coordinate system whenever [ beta ] and it changed into 



X'-Y' system of coordinates so that it might be in agreement with the X-axis in disappearance straight line 

qslq62 obtained from the image data obtained by the image pick-up means. Even if it changes X-Y 

coordinate system into X"-YM system of coordinates and performs it 60 that it may be in agreement with a 

Y-axis in another disappearance straight line qtlqt2, the same result is obtained although formula 

expressions differ. 

[0114] The intermediate formula omitted and showed only the result to several 10 and several 11. 

[0115] 

[Equation 10] 

Y"«2 
tan 0 =   

[0116] 

[Equation 11] 

X"., - X"i M 

XVY", -XVY"* 

[0117] By several 10 and several 11, Parameter psi showed what was expressed only with two coordinate 

values, ql and qs2, whenever [ location attitude-angle ]. Generally, it cannot be overemphasized that the 

coordinate location of the focus of image system of coordinates is expressed with the number of pixels, and 

the pixel size of a CCD image sensor is needed as a conversion factor in several 6 - number 11 type. 

[0118] As mentioned above, as explained, the angle formula which is the posture parameter of the plane 

of a plane-coordinates system is the easy relational expression expressed with the focal distance f which is 

the coordinate data of the focus and the parameter of an image pick-up means which were computed from 

the image pick-up image. Since the formula which computes a plane posture parameter is expressed by 

the easy formula, without using a complicated transformation-matrix type like before, the operation error 

which may be low decreases, and there is which advantageous advantage in precision. If it forces, it leads 

also to low cost-ization of equipment. 

[0119] Furthermore, in computing a plane relative posture, location data about a plane, such as 

coordinate location data, distance data to an image pick-up side and a predetermined plane, etc. by which 

the aspect ratio of a rectangle configuration and a rectangle configuration are characterized, has the 

advantage of being unnecessary that it should just be known that the shape of a plan type in a 

plane-coordinates system is a rectangle configuration qualitatively. 

[0120] (b3) Based on the posture parameter of the predetermined plane in the three-dimension space 

computed by coordinate location data-processing fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing, the 

detected position coordinate on the predetermined plane in a plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of 

coordinates) is calculated with the coordinate data-processing means 522. 

[0121] The detected location on the predetermined plane in plane-coordinates system X*-Y* system of 

coordinates is computed by horizontal-axis ratio mi=|SlPs|/|S2Ps| and vertical axial ratio 

ni= | TIPs I /1 T2Ps I. When the formula of tite detected location Ps (X*i, Y*i) of the predetermined plane 

corresponding to the posture parameter of several 6 and several 7 is expressed by the X axial ratio m and 

the Y axial ratio n, it is expressed with several 12 and several 13. Which [ these ] formula may be used. 



[0122] Several 12 is a formula using axial ratios nx and mx, and is the case where rotated X-Y image 

system of coordinates whenever [ beta ], and it changes into X'-Y' system of coordinates. 

[0123] 

[Equation 12] 

Osi |Xsi|      IK-Xrf-tan^ +f| 
rrv = 

IXazI      |KXsitan^ + f| 

OTi        |Xti|      If tan^r - Xi2-K| 
fk = 

oj^        IXtzl |f-tan0-X«-K| 

[0124] Moreover, several 13 is a formula using axial ratios ny and my, and is the case where rotated X-Y 

coordinate system whenever [ alpha ] and it changes into X"-Y" system of coordinates. 

[0125] 

[Equation 13] 

OSi        |Ysi|      |Y*-K- f-tanrl 

|Ya2|      |YarK- f-tanrl 

OTi |Yti|       |f - K-Ye-lanrl 

|Yt2| *    |f - K-Yti-tan7| 

[0126] Thus, the coordinate of a detected location can be searched for if either of the plane posture 

parameters psi and gamma is computable. 

(b4) The location operation explained beyond the coordinate operation of the detected location Ps on [ all ] 

a display image was able to specify four marks (focus), and was able to pinpoint the detected location in 

the plane coordinates specified by those [ these / four ]. 

[0127] Next, if it can determine which mark on the predetermined plane (for example, a screen plane, a 

wall surface) where two or more marks are arranged four marks for location detection (focus) specified on 

these image pick-up side support, the coordinate of the detected location in the screen coordinate system 

on [ all ] a projection image can compute easily. 

[0128] Drawing 27 is drawing explaining the relation between the X*-Y* system of coordinates of the 

drawing 27 (a) projection image, and the U V system of coordinates of the drawing 27 (b) personal 

computer subject-copy image. The range q picturized in some screen images with the image pick-up 

means of the main part of location detection equipment, i.e., an image pick-up image, is shown in drawing 

27 (a). In this drawing, in order to simplify explanation, the image pick-up side of the main part of 

location detection equipment was made into the example picturized towards the normal position (zero 



elevation angle, zero inclination) to the screen image. Therefore, the X*-Y* 6ystem of coordinates which 

are the system of coordinates of a screen image, and the system-of coordinates X-Y coordinate system on 

an image pick-up side lap as a zero Om, and the detected location Ps is illustrated. 

[0129] Based on K3 (Ql), K6 (Q2), K5 (Q3), and four mark coordinate values of K2 (Q4) which were 

specified on the image pick-up side, the detected location Ps (X*, Y*) in a screen coordinate system is 

already easily convertible for the detected location Ps (Ui, Vi) in the TJ-V system of coordinates which are 

the cursor system of coordinates of a subject-copy image with a degree type from these relation. 

[0130] 

[Equation 14] 

3lM ' vm+1    2   m+1 Q    n+1   2    n+1 * 

[0131] It is horizontal-axis ratio m=|SlPs|/|S2Ps| and axis of-ordinate ratio n=|TlPs|/|T2Ps| on a 

screen coordinate system here, moreover although it was the case where it was in the display screen 

field tau 1 specified by the mark whose detected location is four pieces other display screen fields tau2, 

tau3, and tau4 - the same processing is possible even if it is which field. 

[0132] Thus, the method of distinguishing from mark discernment and specifying, having used which 

field of all the display screens, can be used for the broad use which detects the part on the plane which 

has not only the display image explained with the gestalt of this operation but two or more focus arranged 

beforehand at the position, and computes the whole location. 

[0133] 

[Effect of the Invention] Since the criteria location of an image pick-up side was established in the center 

position in the gestalt of this operation as more than explained, the location posture of the rectangle plane 

in three-dimension space and calculation of a detected location were enabled with the easy relational 

expression using few parameters with four image location data by which the focal distance and rectangle 

configuration of an image pick up lens are characterized. Therefore, location detection with a high 

location detection precision can be easily realized by very early data processing. And since it is an easy 

equipment configuration, a location is not chosen but location detection can be performed easily. 

[0134] Moreover, if the number of the mark by which a rectangle configuration is characterized can 

picturize a part of display screen field specified with the minimum number even if it does not picturize all 

the marks prepared in the criteria image of the display screen in three-dimension space according to the 

gestalt of operation of this invention, a detected location is easily computable from the image data of those 

focus, therefore, by deciding the magnitude of the smallest unit grid configuration by which a rectangle 

configuration is characterized according to the magnitude of the display screen, while boiling markedly 

the operating range of the location detection equipment of this invention and spreading, the burden of the 

image pick-up lens engine performance is also mitigated. 

[0135] Furthermore, without forming a sensor on the display screen beforehand, since location detection 

was possible, the location detection equipment of the gestalt of this operation has realized location 

detection of the image projected on the wall surface. Moreover, since the location detection equipment of 

the gestalt of this operation is the new location detection method which is not in the former in which 

location detection is possible from any locations to the display screen, it can expect expansion of the use in 

various fields. 



[Translation done.] 



* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

(Drawing ll The conceptual block diagram of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of 

this operation. 

[Drawing 21 Configuration block drawing of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of 

this operation. 

[Drawing 31 Configuration block drawing of the plane posture operation operation means of the location 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 41 The configuration perspective diagram of the main part of location detection equipment 

concerning the gestalt of thi6 operation. 

[Drawing 51 The 1st optical system of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this 

operation. 

[Drawing 61 The 2nd optical system of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this 

operation. 

[Drawing 71 The block block diagram by the side of the personal computer which receives the signal from 

the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 81 The flow chart explaining basic actuation of the location detection equipment concerning the 

gestalt of this operation. 

fDrawing 91 For drawing and drawing 9 (a) explaining the criteria image for location detection which has 

arranged two or more marks, the 1st criteria image and drawing 9 (b) are the 2nd criteria image. 

fDrawing 101 The flow chart explaining actuation of the focus extract means of the location detection 

equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 111 The 1st example of the mark array on an image pick-up image 

[Drawing 121 The 2nd example of the mark array on an image pick-up image 

[Drawing 131 The flow chart explaining basic actuation of the mark specification means of the location 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 141 The flow chart explaining specific processing of two or more R marks in which the location 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation was detected. 

[Drawing 15l The flow chart explaining specific processing of two or more B marks in which the location 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation was detected. 

[Drawing 161 The flow chart explaining specific processing of two or more E marks in which the location 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation was detected. 



[Drawing 17l The flow chart with which a detected location distinguishes ****** display screen outside. 

[Drawing 181 The flow chart explaining the hasic actuation for carrying out data processing of the 

detected location on a predetermined plane (screen plane). 

[Drawing 191 Drawing explaining the relation between image pick-up image system of coordinates and a 

plane-coordinates system. 

[Drawing 20l The 1st example of the image pick-up image with which the focus (mark) by which a 

rectangle configuration is characterized was picturized. 

[Drawing 2ll The 2nd example of the image pick-up image with which the focus (mark) by which a 

rectangle configuration is characterized was picturized. 

[Drawing 221 Drawing explaining the system of coordinates on the picturized image side. 

[Drawing 231 Drawing explaining two-dimensional fluoroscopy projection. 

[Drawing 241 The perspective diagram explaining three-dimension fluoroscopy projection. 

[Drawing 25l The orthographic drawing to X'-Z' coordinate plane top of the screen in drawing 24 . 

[Drawing 26] The orthographic drawing to Y'Z* coordinate plane top of the screen in drawing 24 . 

[Drawing 27l (a) Drawing explaining the relation between the image pick-up image system of coordinates 

on a screen image, and the system of coordinates of (b) personal computer subject-copy image. 

[Description of Notations] 

1 Image Pick-up Means 

2 A/D-Conversion Means 

3 Frame Memory 

4 Control Means 

5 Image-Processing Means 

6A Mitsuteru gunner stage 

6B Collimation means 

7 1st Carbon Button (Shutter Release) 

8 2nd Carbon Button (Optical Exposure Carbon Button) 

9 Output Signal Processing Means 

10 Power Supply 

11 3rd Carbon Button (Left-click Carbon Button) 

12 4th Carbon Button (Right-click Carbon Button) 

51 Focus Extract Means 

52 Fluoroscopy Projective-Transformation Means 

53 Location Operation Means 

100 Main Part of Location Detection Equipment Concerning Gestalt of this Operation 

110 Screen Plane (Predetermined Plane) 

111 Image Projected on Screen Side 

120 Personal Computer 

130 Projector 

[Translation done.] 
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20   2 2 i^btfiK^^S. B3ttViB&9»at*#ft5 2 2 

[002 1] ¥I^»Ifg;5 2 1 (4, 
16211, m&BM&m&ms 212, 
a#as 213, BNMBRUMHI&RS 2 14&t«gsi 

atKXfRMCi 2 15 i*»&*MtSih,-C^5. 6Af43t 

[0 0 2 2] H5ttfia4X?«Ufc3tK,--&.J»J*#«6A 
«rfflv^tt*«aiS«*fl£©3t**oj|S 1 
36 If—LT*^»W-lP-SrfflV^«-eJS) 
5. mai*5ON*tv5 t 6 03fcjJ&*»e> 6 l a y ;* — hi/ 
fXtWiftofeU--Jf-ftli, 6 2? ?-«r^U 

fil 2»4«^u>-Xi:l 1 (4CCDt*»?3«^$tb-CVv 

It.**, Fra*«raii-* J: 5*^-7 5 
[002 3]      vf -f v^ffl     !f—tt^Bfffi±© 

*H*tWtltSr«B-e#*vf*J:<v iWfci*fcl±OFF**t 

tsi^'iiti^tifi^, )t^-A^it^a6Atc 
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[0 0 2 4] 7l±f—V-mttiXfy. 8fiv--vy<?- 

[0 0 2 5] 9 <*t±i^fS^a§BT-fc 5. *mMM<D X 
M-®&&S¥S£5;&5^y ^V^IC^T^S©"?, CI 

T&m-?#5i£fS#I9:3:ffli<\h-l4\ 3£BwtSifmf:MfcIS: 

[0026] 0 6ti\ ^mtfi:«^a5W4asr-&t3-&5 

xfctee^tli^«*«::«?t^«m2(D0tj-cfc5o sup 

6 B (c»i^*«^B_hos^ii t-gc-rsteeK 
+^7 4*5^1^^*3*), r©+^(DteB&&&tfJ 
tefilc-a-fr-fr-c, «fc-T3;:i:t£<fcijgff£¥ffi±c7>M1fc 

is: it it ? 7 J» m&^&* ¥ *m </ *z r 

*&t£& bUfc^fkmtiLW.<D*faftIt5 tz.VV 

[0 0 2 7] *HJ(60M«ll^^?,te«^mgB*#:W 
li/fcli, «t>#Ji8: 1 *ffix.tctiLWfcttimm*# loot 
m&mm^& 51 Srgufrt u 5    y => 

[0028] 14, 1 5li=>^K|g«ffl;*J#*V (|g 
2&fMMa) &y5jKyy°Ts'^"y^-tf^-cfcSo 
m2Sf^#tsi 4i±a^o-^iJ'^*-y>'K^>&^ y 

[0 0 2 9] Jifs/y'Ts/T'^^^-^^^l 5l4il^W 
•7!>^*-y/KD*^ y s^tf^Kissi-So *-y 
/V&jj* L-TV'* Z&WXtf y -7T y7*-^ — ^^Srfr 5 
iW-efcS. #2«£<^f£-ei-±, ii^wr^^^-y/v 
wS^tb^-cfeS^-y^BSr^Sv-v^^ y «y 

^tbf^t^^-y*^^^ KI-*-y^«Sr-§-t)-fr+^ 

(5) 

[0030] ftfc, ^B^a^fi^d^m^^Hfcis 

it-Wax-*-^^ KHff(t-g-SrA^Ji-5^-«-y+/v 

&St#fa: 5 cop^i^^iiStrxE ufc<o-c^ r x\%m <. 
[0 0 3 1] 1 2 014/*— y^/Va^-fa — * (EA&A* 

y = ytw) 1 2 n±rv*yw i:8$t$*b 

[00323 121 iisft#a-eifo *). tes&migfi* 

[0 0 3 3] 1 2 4tt*-y/Hbf^Sr^-t-5fc*0* 

y/HW»#Sk i 2 4 «lfe^tii{£!:««-8-&/^ y = ^®ffi± 

tiLmftm^mi 2 s t*-y/v©^^feJteifS:S!i«i-f 

[0034] ife,   *-y/VM»fg;l 2 6liOS 

[0 0 3 5] y's 1 0 0XtfiMmU<DWM1fiON 

30   i"50 ^ry/S 1 0 1 K:m*T3lfe5c£rart<DlSH8c© 

[0 0 3 6] XT-yy'S 1 0 2XftiZ<D&t>ittc#;MX 

Si 9 ii^lxfciii^iiiii^-^m^-Aas^ti-y Ay 
*yic*&ijrt$ti/> xTyzfs l o sicitJVAX^fettWb 

v ^x&.mi&Wi*'ftm'3ii- s 4 <@(D-v- ^ (DM-btiLumm 
ql,   q2,   q3,   q4*S^^$tu5o *:<OV$, X'ryT'S 

$ tut*>5*»*a wi-*. iE«ifcttdi * tv**»o fc^a-. 
^f-y^S 1 0 5m^^tSr?8l^ fftatft 

6 icittf. 
[0 0 3 7] ^x-yy's^^I o 6Xte3&.7z.£fflr*i<omi& 
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5. ^(D^y^S 1 0 6 ©fiMBtt«3£1-a. ttrf 
s i o 7-e(4^«ta*as$n^m$ixfc{a[Sr^#i9! 

[0038]^ Bfl&9¥a5 0«ttJ&*Sj:O<lllff3 

(a) 

[003 93 02 fcSi"«fc 5 5 1 ttH 
»J(fflft5 1 1, Z^t«llfa5 1 2, «Mft£i£a( 
*)tf«5 1 3, -*—*WJ#S5 1 4, {£B&mffl-^ 
-9%f-&^Wt.5 1 5*»fe*J5JS*ix*. tt^8fS5 1 
1 ^MMXliSKofttt^llft's 2««<73IiB«lSr«Hft 

[0040] qm&mte'6'fez£WL 513 -Cf4#^—^ <0 20 

^aasasfT^ns. **I»J#«5 14-e 

t>h&&mtiLmz1ki>i&\>^-9 <Dm&*&mb LTfife 

[004 1] tes^ffiffl^-^^ss 1 

[0042]   (a 1) mmm&RVZ:<D%tmJjm 
#3«K©»«»±, ^(^-*) *3BEfi$ 

£t>4{a<z>-7—^Sr^tfi: d;ft,e>4<B<o-v 

[004 3] S-fSDJJC. ^fe@f^te«tcsafi$^ 

V^TtftK-rS. 09 (a) ,    (b) tt; 1Sg:©-7-*£ 

«Ht'fc2tfc<Ott(W*a«aHIBf*-C*><5. 0 9  (a) f* 
®ffi^lC3 X 3t&^#fc:9<@CDeg£^:b{©-7—?K 

( i = 1-9) &EBU w^b^co-v-^co^*^ 

t£**5K\*xhzni<omt&Mmmmnm (mi7 
u-ASspprifc) -e*>5o *Sli£^J»c:tJ»t5rHf)9i@ 
<D-?-9WM\-t. 4>-C,^tfiK5»c:H@G (Jt) fe-r- 

^'L>:fTfc*{£SK4, K6tdrtR (#) fe-^—*% 4P so 

10 
©ffilKl, K3, K7, K9tCfi-eifV^ (E) £12 
@Lfc„ H*fcfi» 4oro^®ffi^^ttJejt(-r 
1» r 2, T 3, r 4Sr#Ufc. 0 9 (b) 

fitd9^TBL (life) T-25'S:BaBbfcB2(Otee 

[0 0 4 4] z.hb2&<owm&**ist»tm&*#T 

snttK:Mft&*-u it fcttei* ass* 
# 1 0 0 K «fc ►)      U rllb2 

[0045] rcoi 5 (-2 o©&iiM&©BfrJ£©#:«K 

linii±o««fflffi«ffi*Sr#Si-5r:fc*5-c#*. £fc 

[0 0 4 6] :K£>«fc5ft*ftK<fc;h,tf, »Mft#»K:JB^ 

[00473 *mm&KDmmmm<D&ttm±, 01 

B«II i iJhfc«mm&KasM$-&T&i^^£-fr-c 

[0048] (a 2) -^-^amst^fewj 

S^Sbf^tco^T^iK-r^o 0lOfi, 4<@<o-7—^Sr 

[0049] ^fy7'S30 2> S303l4^^y— > 

±fr&&ztix^zmmm&-?hz-<?-9 srs^a^i: 

Srffl^TV^fc*, feXtt^S^ftS^-^Sr-^tf 2 

5. 
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[0 0 5 0] 3 0 1 T?»4 1 #C@ ©-v—^ 

tfgl 1 ©If^OS^ii^tTtJtV, ^f5-7,S3 0 2'C 
(4, 2#tB©-e—^ £^ 2 ©H&©«&&&;6S:fT;b;ft, 

&lCOI,>-C^#*&3iU x'r-yZfS 3 0 4-Ct4RGB# 

2lttf^fcS,        '/^S3 0 5T'#-7 

©*.frteB£##£fc»©ffia£f+3?-r50 

[00 5 11 XTV^S 3 0 714, ^y-y^S 3 0 6 T 
*©BD«as3Sffl$*W5:&, tiuaztiiz'*!— turn 

gitsriKfto, ^-*©E«tt«MfettB 

^pr^^^«^*tp^ufc^-^ffi« (sG) &g 

iiat« *^-e*t«*o#-e-^ai« (sKi) 

fc„ Mx.tf, Ci (=SKi/SG) 2S5 0%&LT(Db%\Z 

[0 0 5 2] ^'fy^S 3 0 8 ^»4&flH£tHi-•££:«>© 

7*7- y/S309 -CH^—^ (Om-l-MMitU. £,©¥•! 

mm$:m&&te 5^1x^2 ©®& & 2 7 
A (17 y—J* l/3 0sec) iii^LT^?lJ6?)JC2«C 

[0 0 5 3] *HtcO»iT?llR (*) , G (f) , B 
(#) » E {rr^if) ©#6v-^^fcll7U 

-AISltBL (H) fe-v-^$r-&/^fc:^2 7W-A@j 

toS^fT^HSo ^7f^-cH^m-§-tt> »feft« 

[0 0 5 4] #fefe#e>tvfcH^iii^^«)^ 

[0 0 5 5] ifA/^ttltl^tfcoTt, &&Xtei&: 

S&*^5^^SHfeH#©teffl3SgS>fe ifK4 <9 4; 

RSJHK:4 9, ft* &bm£©£, £        5 r. t # 

[0 0 5 6] **J. *HJS^J-^l44«m©&-7-^Srffl 

(a 3) -7-*&e4$j£*Q.a 

#clci. ^UJ$ixfc^(D-7-^©t>^6>4fBwfii:B^m 

[0 0 5 7] ^©*!HH«tKRIt6>*i,*:««C©^-^ 

20 -*©«HKV sa, nil i> 0 

®©-^£«®L^©tt*i$fcmMlfe©0y-e;fc3. 
[oos8] @i ut ^mteeom©tee*s*^w 

u^^lfflrtfcfcst©©, #®t£i br©-^-^ 
6 <a&m£*v-c^3 t>©© 2 m±< &ta$n-cw£v\, 
^!9©ief4^tb$tuT^5t>©©-v—^©—^EC^»t 
X\,^m-V*>Z>. ®^tate«Om(4iSM^Sr 
^^lt5 4<B©-7-^©j6HrtJcfc?). BI43«cf4^ 

tvfc-^—^*^ffiSM5r^EiHguv gb, hrs hlSr 

[0 0 5 9] |§11214. t^UtiiOn^^ 

*H«E09-i?»4, 1 0 0 -f >-^*Wfi±©*totHffi«Srtft 

^2te, B-v—^ 2<H, E-r—^ 4ffl©4fe-9fl©-v-r 
y-mfoZ&irrrZo *ft$*v5««teffl*s^:ffiffi©-ffl5 

SrlWfcL-C<>flt*K:4«l*m'C#aJ:5fcU «*WB 
40 ^©if©HB^Sra^Ufct>©^©^ 

«ffiif*»5if©J; 5 $JXfc©39»£6WS 

[0060] 1211 3f4, &w:mn<ottmz.m\,^4m<& 
? ©fi[e#3£MSi-5 fc*©^-^#©©£* 

^^«iaSrtf 57n-ft- K-CfcSo d©*Q;a-ej4> 

01 0©-v-^^m*!iS-e^tti$Hfc:-7-;J'©5*.I^C 

¥<DtiLW<Z>-*— ^t?*>5©d»Sr#^f-.5o    131 0©^ 
so tateaKjai^r*m-r—^r±» ^-r4ieet±«iaj$*v. 
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[006 1] Gfe-^-i? \i.=f «.Sm®^W*'t>tC 1 <@ L 

[0 0 6 23 *7--y-?S 3 1 0 0J±^ttJ$^fcR^— 

fc5c j*fe©^v"s'7'S3 2 0 Ofi, ^Xs/T/SS 10 0t 

o oii^tb^nfcEfe-r-^^^i-s^s-efcs. r. 

[0 0 6 3] ifcCO^.XS'T'S 3 4 0 0 fi. fe&tiitefii: 

t 1 ~ t 4 Sr/^ Ufc.        y y S 3 5 0 0 liv f tii *> 

10 0 6 4] 014, Ell5»i, ^ttSStufcRfeSt/B 
fe-^— ^W^^glOD^o— x-f — ht?*)5o Ell 4fi 

[0 0 6 53 8Sa£i-ufc'>&< 11> H@(DRfe-r-^cO 

WPJ^M^±-C (Xri, Yri) i^S. r.<Di£ i = 
l. 2T-*>5, 2i@©R6-7-^ii> ^^y-yig* 

tVCV-S. ^(DltUb, ^fj/7'S 3 2 3m **®s 
±cDt-Lv(4:B»c*,5Gfe^-*<Diii^MS (xg, Yg) 
WXgM^SrSSpJCLT, R-^-^dS^^at-feS-v 

[0 0 6 63 ^?y^"S3 1 AR&SZ 1 5 K*5V-CXg< 
XriX-hi%lZK6<D&W-$-5 R&-?—?X&V. Xg>Xri 40 
-Cfc^tf*^®ffi©K4 tCtt«i-5Rfe^—? XhZ i t 

*5^S$H5o Ell SfiBfe-^-^ro^pjEi^S 

rS3 2 3©Wllt #<E>jU&jffi;g& (Xg, Y 

g) cDYgJ&«&&*KLTtT:bax5. fdKO&SfiEl 3 2 

[ o o 6 7 j iai6 i-tmniwmo 4 £o\~ 

/4 

5. ®&H&±^»k;h,;fcE6^-*©»r-*«r 
(Xei.Yei) k-TZ>0 if*fca§JtfcEfe^-*tf><@ffc-C 

[ 0 0 6 8 J *x j/T'S 3 3 1 tt, &fiWJW;fci?><0E 

IStGfeT-^lstSrg^^ y-yffi^©xtt 
KT^&Ei&gci: Bfe-^-^ffi^tGfe-r-^gE^t 

* V - >M«S^©YtoK WiE&hci: © 2 

[0069]        S'7'S3 34m &m&ilfcE-i— 

d^WJtt«Sgclc«t«?Wij-f-5. i"/ifc*>, Efe^--* 
Wffi^fcWJsStCftAU Yei> acXei+ bc-C*>5 
# t, tf E fe-v - ? f±**HBT«      -5 t mm * *bfc4 
e>tf*-rs>:/S33 6KJ§2K **BSffi*ffiSfc*>5*»5 
^SrEI6hc^J;»)WJi-5. Yei<dcXei + 
ec (rrrdc>0t?fc5) H#, JeOEfiv-^li^ 

K7t!lflrJt-t-5Ebl-C*>5 4:»je$tu*. ^f? 
:XS3 3 4»CTYei< acXei+bc   , i-<C*>t>**Bffi 
±fl!li:flJSiJ$nfc^-^71s'^S3 3 5\zm%-. feflS^ 
^-fflyA^E^hctCt iJflJSU^n^o Yei< dcXei+ e 

<DE&-?—? (iSJpBffiK 1 Eul-e—t^J 
SIJ^^S. Yei>dcXel+eci:¥lJSIJ$iXfc^-|C 

K 3 Eur-v-^ t#5^$tu50 

[0 0 7 0] J^icD^SI^.k?). VftfitttUS^R 

0 1 3©7f*y^S 3 4 0 0 W^^WteBcD^pi 

[o o 7 i ] *ie*o»«-cr±«ifl"*-'<#**Wffi±© 

ttBW»miCtt% ^rotSfttf^^JS^Om (0,  0) t 

&^WM±.<D¥(OW$.lZ.$>Z>fr<D®MYZ, 016-eOE 

ir- hSrfflV^rt*s-C#5o ttWJSilllxryys 3 
3lEi^5SW (X, Y) (0,  0) SrttALfcfit 
^Tfft>H50     fctxtf, ^fs/yS3 3 7<OEbl 
(K7) j>mfe£*lZ-£T<OXTy7l±. ®^W{4«*S 

[0 0 7 23 ^f-. ^jSffi±©«t^tbteB^«@fCffl 
v ^&B& wffl-^-^ 4 m Sr#5^-r s^a^o^-ctftw 
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t-53^m®©^as&m-ct, **a(fc««j»«**b 

S;h,3^iHffifB#T 1 , T2VT3. t 4<D\,^Ti%fr 

£^ft£;Mxtf .fc^il-ftSo El 1 1 ic^L-fct 5 

fcttHfcg©i83S tt^-cfc 5. 
10 0 7 3] &lc, W*{fMfeB-<*fcsm'f><frPS;Hll 

wrs. ^^y^s 3 5 i -ei±»jes;h,fciiHR©-v-* 

[0 0 7 4] i-ClcEll 6£^Tl&|$ffl{£«©Sl7rMl( 
K^t£;as#:££*vcv^©-e, rrT(±^©ti«c{cibMt 

5. 7f»y^S 3 5 2T?lig/TlI^t 2l£tfcfeffettiffi 
StffctUf, flgiJSb0      e rS 0 -C$)^«S*H 

[00 7 5] ^Wtea*5*^®Effl^T 1 > t3, t 
4£*>5f§ti\ *ivWu*^y:/s 3 5 4 0>9MMGlfcft 
guihr,        S'^'S 3 5 6©Wi|HS;gbi hU * 

[oo76] t<oxo\zm7jkwffi±\z&+yi<Dfe+mz 

(b) ttfflftJFft&a 

©"?> ~©4j@©-7— ?©MSfifl;:£<5^Tg&®±© 

nfc*^Wfc±©®t£ffi<4gP s ©ffc««»*1T5 3 t 

[0077] m&4i©-7-^fc^-rs^wftep 
s ©M^Mg&SI-o^T*##)lc:tft|JH-50 Ell8te 

3*7c^rart»c{ti^fcBf^¥BD±<0»^tH^BSr»|f 

08©a*ib^7P—hO^fy^S 1 o 6©i& 

16 
[00 7 8] El 1 9 tef£»&tbSfi#{£ 100 ©a&ffi 

©^c^saicii tfsiaiSr z#ti-5 x-Y- zm& 

<Dx*-vmm* ^mmm^t^) toimmLum 

frbtotOEmt ©teST-feS. X-Y-Zffi«l^©X$lll 
IU9©££<K Y«IIE] ►)©£&?, Zt*@9^So* 

[00 7 9] 02 oRvm 21 mft&&an<o®: 
mfrbtiLW&immm*mz&i-thiriitWt&>^&ci oo© 

ipteB («&ffi©i&iU&Om) ic-£g:$-ti:-c$>3o rtife 
4fi©W«MSql. q2, q3, q4l±s El 1 ©¥ffiffi#m 
X*-Y*ffi^tC*5tt5Ql, Q2„ Q3, Q^MJCSi" 

[00 80] ttKtttffiK^i-SiPttS^ 4fi<D«MK^ 

02 111 &&UH£«i Lfc«&W£'p^tfSBft£¥ 
ffi±»-fc5 4{@©#m^-e^*H5^^«5iaf*itc 

(b i) ^swSS^iftlStea 

©^f&gtti&SKo^-C, Ell 8©7n-^-v-hRV 
EI3©#|j&:/n 5/^El, Ell 9-EI2 6S:##»CU^^ 

[008 1] ■$.-rm$)\Z^ 111 -Ctt, -f"C 

ql. q2, q3. q 4©j&BMfcgfc2£<$l^-C. a&tH&q 
©*§!&^S#m££®£ii:i8§l5£l 1. 12. 13, I4£ 
gtti-fZo ^fy^S 1 1 2T*f*rixbEi»^4r 

s/T'S llliSll 2f4E13©fl|^ni y^ig 

©iBifejfijrm^as 211 ©«isicffisi-5) 
ie»»tt ^*-t- 5   ^a^-r 5 £ «8«&ic fi^-r m 

50 0ll^«, EISQlQ2lc*ff£:-r?,a^E±©Ha ql 
q2   tjE^Q3Q4{CMJ^i-5Eifeq3q4,  qlq4s * 
fc*iaQlQ4   b q2q3t^^{CJptTTfciXfi^^ 

[00 8 2] *^tte©^STM±3^5c^rartl-e*^fc 

acTOtl, Pi»MIRm©lg«llii«l±-C«:X*l!i{Rl, 
Yi^{l!l©'€:tumtcm^^^ 1 r i: 
El 2 0 lcteffit©teg-c?3g&Lfc t #©a^-r-^±-e 
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0, YttMc££*ifi5fejft«:T0i: LT*>5. Q1Q2 t 
q 3 q 41 ©J2« bfcKiU©^^^^<DteS-e*,5. 
[0 0 8 3] ^f-7/S113fliIMS0, T0£r# 

a^OmSO, OmTOSrgfflU rtvfeE«lt-«toT#« 
f^Jt^tt^^^qsl, qs2% qtl, qt2£jfcl*5#yS 
SrtTPo (^f-^S 1 1 3H|gl3<O^B:^@ta^© 
5 11 2-T?HfT&*v5*!J!S-e;fc5) 

WSOOm, TOOmtfS, faB^-TS 2 0(D^m^SriiSia 
>&qlq2, q3q4. _Rtfq2q3. qlq4t^t>5^q 
tl(Xt 1, YtlK qt2(X t 2, X t 2), qsl(X 
s 1, Y s 1) , qs2(X s 2, Y s 2) Sr^tiJ-f-So 
qtl, qt2, qsl, qs2dSgffl$;h,;M£cDt&l3J3{C*JV'> 
T, SOOm, TOOnu qtlqt2, q si qs2V vf*l,t>^£ 

[0 0 8 4] m$MM q tl q t2, qslqs2W\ ¥ffi-tT 

&&ffi&e P s&giHi: 1"3     E^KES LfcEi&K 

-rtcibh. mmmnk (x-Yig») co^-^m^qt 
1, qt2, qsl. qs2»iN El 1 <D¥cfiMgS3V (X*-Y* 
mmm \zt3\-fz>mfe¥m<om$L&Tu T2, SI, S2 

[0 0 8 5] K'ryfS 1 1 2<D?g££gm&SK:*5^ 
t< X-YWHftffi*JR (X-YlfS) <Dxn^M^m 

t±Xlftb*tftt£m*ktl:Z>.    ^fc. ^fy/SlH 
fcJttf. ^ry^S 1 1 4m PTttffifllK (X-Yffi 

coxtosx$4fl!lrc>ffi^EiiSomSO^—WrfZX b 

*Y*«©«l3feiffllOiiTOK:-fti-aJ:5fcO«S:«|'iC> 
fc£Sa&mifc£-<i\ x' • -Y' • mmi:-tzm&£ 

3„   Ufy^Sl 1 4       3 <DH&ffi 
«3^ife#I3:5.2 1 4-CHfT$ix3«3!S-C*)5) 
132 214, (X-YlSf) £B£fJ-|e] «J Sr JE 

i:UT^@e$*. X' -Y' X* ' - 
Y' ' mm&^*n*'ftmi&m.m&m&m&tsiw-rz>m 

[oo86] z.tib<omm.m.n%m^w\t 3KTE^W 

(X-Y-ZffiS^) iC*J(t5 ZfAEt) cDlHlifetctaS 

^y^-^OloSr^SSf^-CfeSo       J: 5 KilBfte 
ffiKtQsUs2 (£fcf4OmS0) SrX«b±Jc—§fc$ii:5i 

fclc«fc t) S&jtSfflrtUie^HfcBf^BioEi&lQl 
Q2, Q3Q4ttX$*tsFfT^«ll#i:^-5o 
[0 0 8 7] tfCW^j/XS 1 1 5 KteV 

(10) 

18 
ItSttKjfeR&SC. MS8SX' -Y' *<D!fcfgc£ 
ql,  q2,  q3,  q4STJ5qtlv qt2. qsl, q.s2<DMU 

1, Q2, Q3, Q4&&T1, T2V SI, S2<D«-ffi«iiB 

oiSai*»*aatt, J8«ffi&S$ik:Lfc3&7t£M (X 
-Y-ZJ6W3R) rtoamtiiii=»f 53f«sltffioS?»t' 

<OP«Bf± (b 2) ^fCX^xEI-So   (7f5'7"S 115 
ttig3©sait^»#S5 1 2 3 \zt3\,^xmtztiz 

tfco^yXs ii6it 7-7--y?s 1 1 5-?gffl£*t 

(X*-Y*ffi^^) ±-CO«ttfflfiWPs©ffiaHS«*' 
JRtti-*. tfcttttlflW*o*tt«>l*ttii (b3) , 
(b4) *Ki-c«*f3. 

20  [0088] (b2) mmiB^mam 

[008 9] *-f S#HC, 023 2 35c5cS«lt 
***fcov^T«HtKttW"f     El 2 3 T?tt«ttSr.Z 

JSUK-CfcS (EAT, , ll±X-Yli« 

OSrJS^i: URMKiZft. St«i£iS&ffiX-YJffieS^<D 
Yttfc—8c$*Tfc.50 <,M^A»;SLh,ff» §&B©X«iti 
ttBifcSE#iaifcS>9, »teffi<D*n>«:Zttlfc:-3:$-& 

EgRISr f i-f <5. MiB 1 tta«*O*»e,*^l0t f O 

[0 0 9 0] X*-Y*sFMM^^Sr*-f-5flff)esP 
E2*S. Y«fc#UTft*yflC«ltfc*»Kfc«fcU 
fc. X-Yffi*»**^5Hi(U6«3R©#»«jft*Qi 
(i=i, 2)tt, X*-Y*M«*Sr=firi-59f«¥Bi±©^tJS 

i-sWRAQi (i-i. 2) fc*ti9ttftftfi$ttr? «t 9 am 

[0 0 9 1] 

[»ll 

SO 
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Y* = 

Y-f 

f - Y-tany 

z* = 
f - Y-tany 

[0 0 9 21 WQi(Y*i,  Z*i) (i=l,2) 

10 0 9 3] 
[»2] 

Ql(V*1 , 2*1) = 
Yrf 

Q2(Y*2 . ^ = 

f - Yvtany ' f-Yvlan-y 

Y2f 

f-Y2-tany * f-Y2»tenv 

[oo94]      3&7tmr$fHKm>nt=.ni&ffi\ztt 

o^-C*(W«JfcRWi"*. 0 2 414, 3#C^R3(*J (X 

•TS^BlTfcS. 0T^4B?^¥ffiWl/4^Sr^L 

(X*l, Y*lh Q2(X*2. Y*2) l:Mt5RittS 
£ql (XI, YD . q2(X2, Y2) ^$tt"C^-50 

[0 0 9 5] EHdfi^ffiffi^ (X*-Y*M«^) td*J 
it     dates PS£««J, *jh,-e*b©**fc¥fTfcfci!i 

.20 

ftfe0^&*b-C^54$8S:;6Tl, T2, S2-5rtu{C5Fia^ 
© s it*. »»m^s±-cf±m*Ei^^ j; oxmmtf 
tfbtltcmWu&ntl. Qt2, qs2&0?qsHCMJ^-r5o 
[00 9 6] Q3(X*3, Y*3) , Q4(X*4, Y*4) tCj^" 

^1-5ffi«^q3 (X3, Y3) , q4 (X4, Y4) (CO^ 

Tf±^B&LTfc-5. *Hlfe©^|§-efi, BfOBflM 
f©f^Om(0,0, f) tt»^H«© t'-cMae -© 

L-CfcSo 3^5c^raX-Y-Zffi«mw^O(0,0, 

[oo97] ffife¥-m<DM®.miztti-ztiLm®&te. x 

t^pH-IfilOSrEi: LTfcSo ^<£>S|-eti:Z*li|H] •? (D|eI(E 
tfcf£ (X-YflE**«r+3*IiKE) Lfcigl^LTfe 

[00 9 8] #iei£tf>^l®-T?tt\ (X-Yffii 

m ±0*fkAqi;  qtU qs2(OM^7*-^lClS<JV> 
T, rft&oWKatettJS-t-SBWCTiE (X*-Y*ffi£ 
^) ±©4MMtQl, TlS05S20M^tte^S^lt* 

i.V&tii Lfc. 0 2 5 i±m 2 4       Ufc 3 &7u£ 

fflrt (X-Y-ZW \£W;t*1M£ffiWaa*x' - 
z' tmist&y-m (Y' =o) -kicjEis&Lfcig-efc 
50 X' -Y' -Z' ffi«3RttX-Y- Zffi«3R$r|5]tE 
Jffift£&Lfct>©-Cife>S. X' -Z' Jffi«SJ^3pffi± 

(Y' =0) £fi£]|ftS'lS2g>*jP#&L-Clr'S 
x*mm) . X' -Z' MS^ro^omtS^otoE 
8Sf4\ iWku^Xo«i^0tf ©ttg-C-*>5„ 

ffi^»c*5^5=&#m^©M«feeSrX' —Y' M*£3R 

[0 0 9 9] 
[£Sc3] 



21 

^(Vtl, 2*11) ■ 

(12) 

22 

f - Vtrtany ' f - YYrtany 

P2 (vc. z*tt) = 

S'1(Y*8l.Z*tl)a 
f^-tan- 

Vs-j + Many ' Y*si + Many 

[0100] 

f'Y,
82,lany 

V82 + Many '       * Many 

Qi(X\ Z\)= 

*20* [&4] 

X. Han»-X«      f HaM-X« 

% Hanj-X« T Hanj-X, , 

Xi'Mm^1 "'Jb'Mnt-Jt' * 

ft HaM-Xrt f Han»-X, t 

Xi'f-lniV. "'ft/Hanf-ft'*11 

ao<*<z*«)= 
Xi Hanf-X* ^ f Manf-X* , 
 —,)(•„ ( ——-.^ 

IX. Mnt-X,      X. Man*-ft 

[0 10 1]        BI2 6(41212 4lc0^UfcB>r^sFc5        Kft(*£3^JgK«*!aUi* SfcKtTofcX' -Z' M 
-Z" ffitHSf&¥E (X' =0) W±KlEl£f£L   40  «J^¥ifi±^©^i:llMMiittafcfTV\ qtliql 

fcig-efcs. v -z* ffi«s8:i5¥® (x: =o) ±{c 

tS^Tli: Q1 «g^PJ«fe-h<0^^^ q tl h q 1 

«±©W»iS»4l»U-C*>5. Y' -Z' J&t£i£J£¥ffi-h 

[0 10 2] 8c5£l±. Tl, QiwM^eSr^Ufc. 
[0103] 
[fC5] 
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f'Y\, 

(13) 

f 

f-Y'„tan7 ' f-YVtany 

QiT    , Pi) = 
V, 

f-YMany'^'f 

fOCY", 

(f-YManyHXyanf+1)' f-YMuivXMnt+l) 

[01041025, 0 2 6<D¥ffiM^04#i8.£Tl 

xt*Qi©is«*ffl*Hafc#B-*-a. X* -Z' M*K 
I^TOtY' -Z' ffi^JS:^¥®©2owMSffi^ML. 
Tgfilt^^aLfcfeft> #®£qtli: qUCStiS 
-t-i^Pfiffi^i^^^T l&tfQl WJffi^ffl*5» 

[0 1 0 5 ] 13 2 5 75>?j»±Tl (X*tl, Z*tl | x) tQ 
1 (X*l,  Z*l | x) x 02 6*»ioJiTl (Y*tl, Z*tl 
|y) tQl (Y*l, Z*l | y) &*iX*:i%'&t>ivZ0 3 

&5££Ml*l (X* -V -Z' MSSP6) {ce*^fcFf^ 
¥B5riESI^tfcX' Z' &U¥ffi (02 5) v Y' 
Z' &f£¥ffi (H12 6) lC*5^T, Z' ttfcBii-sM® 

5» 
[0 10 61 Z*l I x=Z*l I y 

Z*tl | x=Z*tl | y 

[0 10 71 
me] 

X'nX«aYi 1 
tan* = 

X'tiYN+X'ttY'ti-X'iYti f 

[0 10 8] 
[&7l 

tan 7 = 
tan0 Vti 

[0 10 91 ±Eifem. S^Tc^^rttcil^HfcBff^ 

q ti£ fcl* q si t«« U^X<Dte&®.Mb iZ«fc •? f8*# 

tf&9<c;fc-o-ct>&<'\> 
[0 1 1 01 $c8&tf!&9;^L*:Ytt[Hl?) (O0 

[0 1 1 11 
[»8l 

tan 0 = 

[0 112] 
1&9] 

tan 7 = 

XtiYi   - YtiX-1 

 1_ X'ti 

tan^ Yti 

[0 1 13] r^^.C0Bfl^twffiV>feixTV>5^m^q 
itt, ««H5te^b*T,fc#«£qi(i=l~4)W 1 jSi r. 

;ft,fc#&£qti*fcliqsi&^T^m£H-C^50 * 

* WjfeiMft q si q s2£ XtttC-gc-r5 «t 5 
fc, X-Yffi^S^^^IHl^$-e:X• — Y' M^ld^ 
mvtcm&Ko\,^xmwi,tco t>5-*©^E^qti 
qt2SrYtttc-§6:i-5iptc, X-Yffi^^SrX' ' - 

[0 1141 ifc*©^tt4mLl&*©**:*l 0, £5:1 
1 bfc0 

[0 1151 
[»10] 

tan 0 = 
X"«-tany 

[0 116J 

[till 

tan y = 

Xif V" 
•2 - A 1 

X^-V, -XVYVi 
50 
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[0 117] mi o, »ci i-^tite«g?^ft/-?7^- 

t>ftv\> 
[0118] £*±, Sft9§ Lfc J: 5 ¥ffiM«^cosp® 

JHHB#'>ft < ft 9 tMEttfc**l& if(D?tJ^*sfc5. 5* 

[0119] S&K, *m<omttmm*&mi-zm&\z 

£5 

* tt&gft ^ fir»5 5. 
[0120] (b3) jettttHRJUoa 

spB5©»»/<9y— *U:g<5^T, (X*- 

[0121] ¥mmj&%kx*-Y*m.i&mzisv5ffife¥- 

ffi±0*tttaffi*r±» ^ttitmi= | SIPs | / | S2P 
s I , *S£«lJfcni = | T 1 Ps | / | T2Ps | 

©tetfctttffcBPs (X*i, Y*i) cr)^Ltii^f4. Xttifcm 
S^Yttltt:n-C«mi-5i:, K12, Rl 3t?*$n 

[0 12 2] ffel 2tt«itnx, mxfcJlV\/tS!;-C*>!K 
X-YW8iffi«?&$r0£lHJ|BLX, -Y' 

[0123] 
1*12] 

rrw = 
OSi        [Xsil      |K-X*tentfr +f| 

^        IXeal      |K-X9rtan0 + f| 

rv = 
OTi = |Xti| |f ten^r - Xt2-K| 

Oft |f-tan0-Xti-K| 

[0 12 4] *fc^Cl3tt, ttJfcny, my^fflV^^T? 
X-YI^STOJUIIBLX' ' -Y' ' ffi^ 

[0125] 
[»1 3] 

OSt   _ |Y,I|     [VVK- ftanrl 

lYael      |Y«rK- f-tanr| 

OTi 

OT2 

|Yti| |f - K-Ytt-tanrl 

|YB| *   |f - K-Yti-tan7| 

[oi2 6] :fli5i:> maamm^mmtts 

(b 4) ^**B»±i=*it5*ttim«ifcitp s (ommm 

* 

J6U r*vb4<B©t?^$H5IFffiffi«|{c*J»t5«f|fe   so  ffiflWflBWwJIttl^igr 5. 

[0 12 7] ^^&ffiJiKT#££;h,fcf&:« 
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[0128] 0 2 7 (a) &&i5&©X*-Y* * 

ffifi?^i02 7 (b) ;<y=t^8!i.W1Mt<?>U-vmM%kb 
cDBI^SrlftMi-SIHX-feS. El2 7 (a) — 

«a»«*#:o!Wfcfl5ttjEttfli twos, mftom 

©ffi«*-e*> 5X*-Y*&«I^ t WfcB5±-e©ffi*3R x - 

' vm+1   2 m+1 

0^$*u-CV>2>o 

[0 12 9] -T-Ctc, rtt5>(OH#*^^Ei±T?#]e 
SilfcK3  (Ql) , K6  (Q2) , K5  (Q3) > K 
2 (Q4) ©4<@©-v-*MfS«c:S<5V'>T. 

^ME«*"C©««iWfl:*P s (X*. ¥*) f±s mii&©# 
- y *ffi«*-c*> 5U-vffiii fcjjatt 5«lfctttf£B P 

s (Ui, Vi) ~ J: 0 5. 
[0 13 0] 

[*1 4] 

n+2 V™ 
n+1   2 n+H 

"ft- 

[0 13 1] ~Z.X-*t y-^MS^±T-^itm= | 

SlPs|/| S2Ps|, IKMJtn= I TIPs |/| T2 
Ps | T?fc-5e «Pttttttt11^4fSO-r—^KiJ:o 

te©*3*WffifWfc i2, T 3, t 41/ vf*v©fH«-C*> o 

[0 13 2] ;©J: 5fc£^H®©i?©^£rffl»<Nfc 

#©<£BSrg tb-T 5 «JKV t^rt as-BNtB-T?*) 

[0 13 3] 
[3SW©#)*] SX±<o&m^1z£. *5IJ£<o^Jc: 

<£B©l?m£*T1i6<t Lfc. {£B8SHi»«©iS 

[oi 3 4]     *&m<DmM(oMmz£frtt, 3& 

j&fcSiirUiJ:!)* #38W©MfcffigiB<&&f£*SBBtt 
i i: t fciWfcuvXttffi©Afit>«»**i,' 

[0 13 5] S&ic„ #0li£©^ti©tefi&ffi3£Btt\ 
^feg^HEiJc-fe^f-Sr^tt 5 £ fc ft < fiCtt^m*5"5T 

-Ctfeo        #|lffi©^i»©&B&til&fifi, s^pf 

$0„ 

D y 9 0. 
Ha 3 3 *mmv>Mm\~&t>z>&u&tiimm.<n¥ffim 

jw«j«**«©*Mt:/ n y * H. 

[EJ4 3 *IH6oj»«^«t>*ffi««liii611*flEO# 

#3l;!fc©^fi»c>&;bSteB&ffiglfi©Sg 2 © 

[EI51 

[061 

[El 7 3 3|^tlfcojg«Sfc«i35<fe«*mifi«'!6»fe©« 

[El 8 3 *Hlfe©^<il^*)5&B«imSlfi<oX*I!i 

[El 91 ^©^-^SriSBLfc^B^mfflSPPi^ 
SrlftWrSH» El9 (a) liglDS&nMU 09 

(b) (i»2©SJPS^ 
[El 1 0 3 #3W©#«fc«*>aiW*feaM»<0lW 

£tta#J&©iSf££f&Wt-5:7n-^- ho 

[0113 lWfc|H!*±©^-^E?lloJBl©« 
[0123 fcffePfflLh©-*'--*!^©^©^ 
[0 1 3] #3*«©»ttfc«:batt«*ffl««©"e-* 

[0i4] **jfe©^«iic#^5ttB^msfi©^a^ 

K 
[015] *3IJ£©^tw#*?5tefi^fflSB©^m$ 

K 
[016] *Hife©JKIi{c:#fc5ttfi^ffl^B©^W$ 

K 
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[iai 8] Bff5t¥ffl (^^y-^¥ffi) ±cr)tttttmui 

h. 
[019] HttBttffi«IXj:Tififfifll9R2:OBB««rRn 

1-30, 
[02 0] ^JBttfcflWMttSWWK <^-*) tf* 

WfeWjg 1 OfiSJ. 

[02 1] «»»*t*»«-Slt5«f«jfii io 

tS^MIi0l 2 <DWo 
[H2 2] «lfc**ufclS<HB±©fl[«3R4rlftW-r*H. 
[02 3] 2^5cS«lt»&tftBJ-t-50o 
[024] 3 
[02 5] 0 2 4fc*Stt5;** y-vox' -Z' J&S 

[02 6] 02 4fc*5tt*;** y-y©Y' -z* jsa 
B±—oiEe^0o 
[02 7]   (a) ^ ^ y ->«ft-h©»|fciSteM£5& t 

[01 

30 
1 mm^wt 
2 A/D3E*#S 
3 

4 *IJ^¥© 
5 PMfctea^gk 

6 A ytm&i&& 
6B &3S#Jfa: 
7 ^ITK^V (v'ty^'-^y) 
8 I2*^y (*IWt#*^) 
9 tHMtWHI 
10 ®1 
11 I3#^y (£i>yy?^y) 
12 f£4tf*V y •;/ 
5 l ^^ttffi^ia; 
5 2 3«ttS££iteNa 
5 3 tefi«3S^J& 
i o o *ni&mm\z&t>z®.wik\&%iw.*to- 
l 1 0   ^^y-yTl 05TJ£¥E) 

I I 1 y-v®±{cSf^$^Tv^m^ 
12 0 ^yay 
13 0 yn-^i^^ 
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[02] 

— 

*1 

14 

15 

10 

6 ffli*aal#8 
3 

l 

WbfiMNS#ft| 513 
I 
raw* I 514 

616 

S21 

52 tig;ftJF^« 

[03] 

52lipiES5»«JMH» 

1 

5211 

S212 

5213 

5214 

5215 

[04] 

[05] 

6A. 

Ill 



[071 

122 
130 

a-VJMfr«tl*M 

-127 

128 

•12S 

124 *-VJU«»#« 

[011] [012] 
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[1118] 

O N 

S1Q5 

S100 

I 

S101 

f&SON 

 *  
I 

S1Q2 

S1Q3 

NO 

S1C6 

I 
S107 

I 

i 

S108 

7a * * J: 0 x 9\J - >±<D 
* * £i}      C PC* - V Jl; * ^ jj* 

S109 

I 
S110 
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[W9] II 0] 

K1(BuO 
r4 

-HP- H 
I K2(BUC) 

-i- —i 
K4(Rc0 

r3 
! K5(Gc) 
l 
i T2 

illili i 
K7(B« | K8(Bbc) 

GO 

821 

K6(Ra) 

3(BLuf) 

K6(Blxr) 

K9(BLbr) 

»1 7U- 

± 
*2 7U~. 

S24 

|RGBa«2ttft| 

CW 
  *   

«i j.  WT j 

[019] 

*<X*Y*> 
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1 3] 

53000 

I S3100 

S3200 

S3300 

I 

S3400 

I 

S3500 

ttT K 
S3600 

R 
BM6 (Xri.Yri) 

14] 

S310 

S311 

Yes S314 
 VZJ. 
R 7—£ (K6) 

«7 p 

S318 

S317 

1 <L- 
S315 

R NT—f (K4) 

II 5] 
12 2] 

S320 

<Yfl<YH^>—-  

S325 

(K2) 
»3S 

^ (KB) 

X" 

No 



(22) 

116] 

S331 
I 

■S330 

[ LINEgc; Y-acX+be | LINE hc;Y - cfcX + Be j 

EuKK3) 

Eul(KI) 

EbKK9) 

Ebl(K7) 
■7—J7»3t 

T 

S341 

S342 

No 
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II 7] 

S351 

S3511 

S3512 

saw '\| mm 

I 

LINE sb Y-a»X + bb UNEgu Y 

LlNEhr    X-d,Y + B, 

S352 

UNE hi X-rtY+e» 

T2 

T1 

S357 

S3513 

S3S14 

c3 

S359. 

T4 

S360 



(24) 

1 8] 

i 

S110 

1 

sin 

1 

S112 

*m5«E A h J*ffeMSt * t ££& ftl * ifit£ T1 T 2, 
S1S2fc#tB-*-So 

I 

S113 

I 

S114 

S115 

Y*i(D)fi*t*T 0 T 1 T 2 * YttllC-Skd-frSo 

x' — Y' mmmzfritx' ' -Y* • 

S116 

1 

S117 

S118 
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[EI2 0] 

So{X*.,Y.o) 

123] 

CKO.O) 

[02 6] 

(OtO) 
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[024] 

Q2(X*2.Y*2,Z*2) 

[02 5] 

[02 7] 

m*mm Y.Y* 


